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Enhancement of FDM-FM satellite
capacity by use of compandors*
G. G. SZARVAS AND H. G. SUYDERHOUD
(Manusc ipt received August 20, 1980)

Abstract
This paper presents the results of a study to determine the satellite capacity
enhancement obtainable by using syllabic compandors. Syllabic companding
applied to the speech channels of tDDM-rm carriers can increase satellite
capacity by as much as 100 percent, depending on the number of channels per
carrier. Syllabic compandors presently produced by integrated circuit technology are small and inexpensive.
Compandors permit a higher level of satellite circuit noise and hence an FM
index (and bandwidth) which is smaller than that required for uncompanded
channels. The results presented in the paper are based on compandor advantage
measurements and single- and multi-channel amplitude distribution measurements for both companded and uncompanded speech signals.
For data transmission, it is estimated that about 2-dB degradation may be
encountered when long terrestrial access circuits are interconnected via a
companded satellite circuit for international transmission.

*This paper is based upon work performed at COMSAT Laboratories under
the sponsorship of the International Telecommunications Satellite Organization
(INTELSA r).
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Introduction
Syllabic companding of analog telephone circuits [I] and its application to frequency-division multiplex (FDM) systems 12] have been
known for several decades. The compandor consists of a compressor
and an expander. The compressor, located at the transmitting end of
a circuit, reduces the range of the speech signal power and generally
raises the low-level passages. The expander, located at the receiving
end of the circuit, restores the original signal range. In addition, during
the absence of speech and during intersyllabic pauses, the expander
significantly attenuates circuit noise, thereby permitting a higher level
of circuit noise than would otherwise be allowable. This feature, which
has been exploited for economical engineering of transmission systems
[3], [4], has been applied to obtain FM bandwidth economy in satellite
transmission [5], [6].
In the past, compandor applications have been restricted for several
reasons. First, it was difficult and expensive to implement compressors
and expanders with matching characteristics over a wide dynamic
range. Second, the expander action enhances circuit loss variations
which must therefore be better controlled in companded circuits than
in uncompanded circuits. Finally, companded circuits, engineered for
speech transmission, often degrade performance for constant-level
transmission such as signaling and data.
Some of these restrictions are no longer valid because of better
circuit technology implementations which have revived interest in
compandor applications. Inexpensive IC compandors with performance
characteristics superior to those of older devices are now available.
Furthermore, loss control of networks has generally improved. For
example, companding is used in satellite communications for singlechannel-per-carrier transmission of generally low losses and low-loss
variations, as in the MARISAT network. The performance of such a
service is analyzed in Reference 7.
The present paper examines the multichannel capacity enhancement
of frequency modulated (FM) satellite carriers. Enhancement is obtained
by companding each voice channel within the FDM groups and supergroups which modulate the FM carriers (CFDM-FM transmission).
Ideal compandor characteristics and parameters are discussed,
followed by characteristic measurements of a modern IC compandor.
This compandor was used in an extensive subjective test to assess its
advantages. Based on the results and on multichannel load measure-
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ments of compressed speech signals, the FDM-FM capacity enhancement
has been calculated for various numbers of channels and FM carrier-tonoise (C/N) ratios. The effect on data transmission, amounting to a
signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio degradation. has been estimated and will be
described with some signaling measurements. Finally, results of a
limited subjective test of tandem companded links are presented.
Many of the measurements were performed on a laboratory-simulated
satellite link from earth station to earth station. The rM carrier had a
bandwidth allocation of 2.5 MHz and was loaded under a variety of
C/N ratios with up to 120 FDM speech channels.
Compandor operation
Compandor transfer characteristics and functional block diagram

The two parts of a compandor, the compressor and expander, are
functionally complementary. The steady-state mean square level transfer characteristics, shown in Figure 1, are linear in decibels with a
POWER OUT
dBm01

POWER IN IdBmUI

U = UNAFFECTED LEVEL

t9 4 = 2

Figure I. Ideal Compandor Transfer Characteristics
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slope equal to Ua for compression and a for expansion (a is the
compression ratio). The intercept shows that the signal of level U
remains unchanged (after compression and after expansion); hence it
is known as the "unaffected level."
The general equations relating power at input and output are
a 1
PC in
Pe,^,,, _ + U
a a
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Figure 2. Nomenclature

dBmO (expander) . (lb)

It is appropriate to refer signal levels to the 0 transmission level
point (TLP) (i.e., dBmO) on both sides of the compressor and expander.
However, the change in level must be carefully included in system
calculations.

Telephone circuit compandors are nominally designed with a = 2.
The choice of unaffected level must be consistent with the channel
loading of the system and depends on whether the system is AM or FM,
single channel , or multichannel.

COMPRESSOR

SATELLI IF

EXPANDER

CKT

(IOr10

o

I

= _10

I
01---- I S' = 20
2
s 20 -1st
I
0
j
s
L'0

NA = {,0

N(,,- noise appearing in the telephone channel at the output of
the expander.

In the absence of the compandor,
N,=N„= NA+N, .
Figure 3 is a compandor level diagram derived from equations (la)
and (I b) for an unaffected level of - 10 dBmO. The following examples
describe some of the relevant features:

a. Assume that only satellite system noise, N, exists. Equation
(lb) (with a = 2) can be used to determine the reduction in the
intersyllabic or idle channel noise obtained by substituting N,, for
Ps,, and calculating the channel power, N,,,, at the output of the

-10
-20

N = 30

Level diagram description

NA = accumulated noise of the access circuit
NS = satellite system noise contribution
N, = total noise at the input to the expander

0

^
I U

to

dBrnO

NS

=

d6

(

30

NT ^' m

40

The following nomenclature will be used (see Figure 2):

NCH

AN = 25 AB ^N CH 1=-4]6
J

NCH 2= W

NE.1I 1 IDLE CHANNEL NOISE WHEN NA AND NS EXIST
N LII 2 IDLE CHANNEL NOISE WHEN ONLY NS EXISTS

Figure 3. Compandor Level Diagram
expander , E. The noise reduction ( in dB) is then
AN=Ns-Nc„=N,-(2N5-U)=-N,+U . (2)

For example , if N, = -35 dBmO and U = - 10 dBmO, AN is
equal to 25 dB.
b. Equation ( lb) shows that the expander action increases
system level variations by a. Therefore , transmission system level
stability must be maintained within closer tolerances with companders than without compandors.
c. The compressor changes the access circuit signal level from
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S to S' on the satellite system link, which amounts to an increase
for all S < U and a decrease otherwise. According to equation
(]a), the change, AS, is equal to

AS=S'-S=2+ 2 -S=U2 S

(3)

If it is assumed that NA = -50 dBmO, N, = -35 dBmO, and AS
= 5 dB, Nc„ becomes -47.6 dBmO. and N,,,,,,, becomes -39.6
dBmO. If the access circuit noise is negligible, i.e., N,,-+- the
idle channel noise level becomes -60 dBmO, whereas the channel
"signal on" noise level becomes -40 dBmO. Thus, the idle
channel noise is dominated by NA, whereas the "signal on" noise
is determined by the system noise level.

For example, if S is equal to -20 dBmO,
Transient response

-10+20
AS = 2 = 5 dB

The expander decreases the signal level by an equal amount
and, during the presence of the signal, the system S/N ratio
remains unchanged by the expander; thus, N,„ = Ns - AS. As
S, and thus S', decays to zero, however, noise is reduced by the
amount calculated in equation (2).
d. The range of the signal level decreases by a factor of 2 after
compression. If S has a normal distribution with mean S and
variance o2, N(S, o'), the compressed signal also has a normal
distribution given by
S+U
N(S'. U'2) = N 2 4 (4)
If, in addition to the system noise, N,, an access circuit noise
of level N, exists , the idle channel noise (also intersyllabic noise)
is given by

Loss variations of syllabic compandors approximate syllabic variations of speech power through appropriate time constants in the signal
envelope rectifiers which control compressor and expander transfer
characteristics. The recommended transient response of the compandor
and the attack and recovery times of the compressor have been defined
for a 2000-Hz access signal step change from - 16 to -4 dBmO (attack),
and a step change from -4 to - 16 dBmO (recovery) [8]. The output
overshoot or undershoot should be less than 20 percent of the final
level for the combination compressor-expander. The compressor attack
time and recovery time should be less than 5 ms and 22.5 ms,
respectively. The expander attack and recovery times should not differ
significantly from those of the compressor, since excessive transient
overshoot would occur.

The recovery transient of the expander causes a transition of the
noise level, sometimes noticeable at the trailing end of a speech
utterance, which is referred to as the "hush-hush" effect. Figure 4
illustrates this phenomenon, which assumes that the satellite system
SPEECH -10 dBmO

N, + U
N,,=2N,- U=2 lOlog[log -'
2 x 10)
+ log '

(10)]}

- U (dBmO) (5)

and the channel "signal on" noise is given by
Ncx.o^ = 10 log log-

N, + AS

10

)

"SIGNAL ON " CHANNEL NOISE

N,)] _

IDLE CHANNEL NOISE

+ log-' (10 AS (dBmO) . (6)
Figure 4. Hush-Hush Effect
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speech-to-noise ratio is 20 dB, while the idle channel noise is assumed
to be reduced to -60 dBmO. Under these circumstances, the "hushhush" effect is quite noticeable.

9

Compandor advantage

During a telephone conversation over a companded link, a listener
is exposed to idle channel noise during pauses, "signal on" channel
noise during speech, and the hush-hush effect at the end of a speech
utterance. The "signal on" noise is proportional to the speech power
and therefore varies as a function of the vocal effort. This noise is
usually masked when the speech power level is about 20 dB higher
than the noise; masking effect decreases for speech S/N ratios less
than 20 dB.
The combined influence of these factors has been evaluated in
subjective listening tests by varying the satellite system noise level in
the companded channel and comparing it with an uncompanded (linear)
satellite reference channel. In this study, system noise of -51.2
dBmOp was chosen for the reference channel, corresponding to 7500pWOp noise allocated for INTELSAT operation of the satellite telephone
link.
The following definition of compandor advantage was adopted, and
all results are quantitatively expressed accordingly:
Compandor advantage is the difference in dB between the actual
satellite system noise levels when using compandors and the linear
reference system noise level (-51.2 dBm0p) when the speech
transmission performance of both channels yields subjectively
equal quality.

Measured compandor and companded channel
characteristics
The compandors used in the tests were designed with the Signetics
NE570 IC, which has two identical, independent circuits. Each circuit
can be used either as a compressor or an expander by appropriate pin
interconnections and selection of external components. The unaffected
level was selected at - I I dBmO.

Figure 5 gives compressor and expander characteristics, and Figure
6 shows the compandor tracking response. Figure 7 shows the tracking
error in the presence of system noise, and Figures 8-11 show the
dynamic responses. The parameters characterizing this compandor, as

-21

-31

41

-51

-61

-71

61

-51

-41

-31

-21

9

INPUT IdBm01

Figure 5. Compressor and Expander Characteristics

shown in Table 1, are well within CCITT recommendations [8]. This
indicates that present IC technology may permit tighter specifications,
which will be important for future applications.
Objective channel noise measurements were made at the top channel
output of a simulated satellite carrier loaded with 120 channels
(Appendix A). The access circuit noise was simulated by injecting
noise at -60, -54, and -48 dBmOp. Figure 12 shows measurement
results as a function of satellite system noise in the top baseband
channel. The associated C/N ratios, shown on the abscissa. exceed
normal operational values for meeting the experimental conditions
required by the transmission of 120 channels in the 2.5-MHz bandwidth.
Curves A show the channel noise without companding, and curves B
show the idle channel output noise with companding. The improvement
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1
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-50 -00 -30 -20 -10 0 +10

-H --a 10 ms

dBmO

Figure 6. Compandor Tracking Curve

Figure 8. Compressor Attack Response

I

- ^{ ^ 1-10 ms
Figure 7. Tracking Error in the Presence of System Noise

Figure 9. Compressor Recovery Response
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TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF COMPANDOR SPECIFICATION DATA
Used in Test Specified
(Signetics 570/571) in G. 162
Variation in -0.2 -0.5
Compressor Gain
Variation in -0.2 ±0.5
Expander Gain
Compandor 'T'racking (Sec Figure 6)
Frequency Response
300-400 Hz and

Comp Exp Comp Exp

3000-3400 Hz -0.5, +0.2 -0.7, +0.2 - 1.1, +0.28 -2.2, +0.55
400-600 Hz and
2400-3000 Hz -0.3, +0.2 -0.2, +0.2 -0.55, +0.28 -LL +0.55
600-2400 Hz -0.2. +0.2 -0.2, +0.2 -0.28. +0.28 -0.55, +0.55
Intermodulation <40 dB <26 dB
Harmonic <2 percent <4 percent
Distortion

10 ms
Figure 10. Expander Attack Response

Transient
Response Time
Attack 3 ms <5 ms
Recovery 14 ms <22.5 ms
Back -to-Back +5, - 8 percent 20 percent
Overshoot on
12-dB Step
Change

in noise level is attributed to the expander. For example, the idle
channel noise advantage is about 15 dB when the access circuit noise
is -54 dBmOp and the satellite system noise is -41 dBmOp.

10 ms

HI
Figure 11. Expander Recovery Response

Curves C show the "signal on" channel noise measured by transmitting a test tone of -20 dBmO and removing it with a notch filter at
the channel output. The "signal on" noise advantage is the difference
between curves A and C, and is about 5 dB for the parameters of the
previous example. During active periods of speech, the listener is
exposed to "signal on" noise, and during pauses and intersyllabic
pauses, to idle channel noise. Thus, if the "hush-hush" effect is
neglected, the compandor advantage is expected to be between 5 and
15 dB, which are the "signal on" and the idle channel noise advantages,
respectively.

The objectively measured values of Figure 12 agree with calculated
values to within tenths of a decibel. The disagreement is larger for the
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idle channel noise at the precompressor noise level of -60 dBmO,
indicating a dynamic range limitation of the compressor.

Owep
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CHANNEL NOISE IdBmOpl
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-30
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Figure 12. Channel Noise vs Satellite System Noise
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Figure 13 shows the measured channel amplitude response and
envelope delay; the differences between the companded and uncompanded channel are insignificant.
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Compandor advantage measurements
Compandor advantage was assessed by loading the carrier with 120
channels in the form of two supergroups (see Appendix A) occupying
the 12- to 552-kHz baseband. The frequency deviation of the carrier
was adjusted to be compatible with an allocated satellite bandwidth of
2.5 MHz. The C/N ratio was adjusted to yield the required top channel
S/N ratio on the link, and preemphasis and deemphasis were used.
The following conditions were included:

a. Noise was introduced at the input to the compressor to
realistically simulate a terrestrial access circuit to the satellite link.
Noise was not included on the receive terrestrial end at the output
of the expander to expose possibly undesirable compandor effects
and hence represents a worst-case condition.

COMPANDOR ENHANCEMENT OF FDM-FM SATELLITE CAPACITY 17

Two groups of 13 treatments each were chosen; each group consisted
of 6 unknown treatments and 7 reference treatments. The two groups
were arrayed into two incomplete randomized block designs using a
13 x 4 format known as the Youden Square (YS) for subjective
evaluation. The common set of reference conditions served as the
connecting link between the two YS formats.
A total of 24 test subjects, 4 at a time, listened to the speech
segments in a prescribed sequence. The speech samples were presented
to the listeners over a subscriber loop and a 500-type telephone headset.
The speech level at the telephone set was held constant at -29 dBm.
Since the YS technique is well documented [9], further discussion will
be limited to the results of the experiments.
Figure 14 shows the results in terms of channel noise vs system

b. As indicated by previous experiments in the presence of
speech-correlated noise, subjects listening to only one side of the
conversation have different opinions. Subjects concentrating on
silences generally have a better opinion than those concentrating
on speech. To avoid this, speech with a high activity factor was
used, causing perhaps another worst-case condition.

c. The listening level was maintained constant at -29 dBm at
the handset terminals by adjusting the level after the expander
output. Thus, the test subjects were exposed only to S/N variations.
Loudness, as a variable, was eliminated.
The reference and the unknown speech samples in the subjective
test were produced from a master tape containing three phonetically
balanced sentences by a male talker and a female talker. The master
tape was recorded at the output of an 11,000-ft, 26-Ga subscriber loop
connected to a 500-type telephone set used by the talkers.
Seven reference speech samples were recorded by replaying these
six sentences at the master tape and adding band-limited random noise.
The speech-to-noise ratios of the reference speech samples ranged
from 15 to 33 dB in 3-dB increments. The unknown speech samples
were recorded at the output of the top companded baseband channel
by connecting the replayed master tape signal to the channel input at
-20 dBmO with access circuit noise levels of -48, -54, and -60
dBmOp . The C/N ratio had assigned values of 17.8, 20.7, 24, and 27
dB, yielding system noise levels of -32, -35, -38, and -41 dBmOp,
respectively. The three access noise levels and the four satellite system
noise levels yielded 12 speech samples (treatments) for evaluation.

UNCOMPANDED CHANNELS

//

/

/ NOISE WITH COMPANDORS

/ SPEECH LEVEL: - 20 dBmO

-50

-00
SATELLITE SYSTEM NOISE IdBmupl

Figure 14. Channel Noise vs Satellite System Noise
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noise for the speech level of -20 dBmO with access noise as a
parameter. Each companded performance curve is a least mean square
approximation based on average measured values associated with the
four discrete system noise levels. The standard deviation calculated
from this analysis is 1.3 dB. The set of three curves on the left shows
the channel noise for uncompanded channels. Similarly, the set of
three curves on the right shows the subjectively perceived channel
noise when compandors are used. The amount by which the companded
curves shift to the right is the compandor improvement and represents
the allowable increase in satellite system noise. There is a compandor
advantage of 10 to 12 dB, since satellite noise of -41 to -39 dl3mOp
in a circuit with compandors provides performance equal to that of a
-51-dBmOp satellite circuit without compandors.

Two sets of recordings were evaluated under identical conditions,
but with a speech level of -16 dBmO and then with a reduced load of
60 channels and appropriately reduced C/N ratios. These tests also
resulted in a 10- to 12-dB compandor advantage. The measured results
revealed the following:
a. The compandor advantage is only slightly dependent on the
speech level and the access circuit noise level.

b. The 9-dB compandor advantage assumed for the compandor
with a -I1-dBmO unaffected level used in later calculations is
conservative.
c. The subjective compandor advantage is between the idle
channel noise advantage and the "signal on" noise advantage.
d. The subjective compandor advantage can be roughly estimated by subtracting a constant of 5 to 6 dB [10] from the idle
channel noise advantage to account for the subjective effects.

Multichannel load measurements
The instantaneous voltage of the baseband FOM multichannel signal
is a statistical variable described by its distribution function. The FM
modem used for transmission must be adjusted to ensure adequate FM
improvement with an appropriate low probability of overload . For the
uncompanded multichannel load, CCITT Rec. G.223 [ II] specifies
average and peak loads based on the classical work of Holbrook and
Dixon 1121. A mathematically consistent solution for the same problem
was recently published by deBoer - Hooijkamp [ 13], [14]. The results
of these two approaches will be compared with measurements of both

COMPANDOR ENHANCEMENT OF FDM-FM SATELLITE CAPACITY 19

uncompressed and compressed multichannel signals for various numbers of channels, n.
The long-term mean power, Po,, of n uncompanded telephone
channels [10] is given by
P, = P, + 0.115v2 + 10 log T, + 10 log n

(dBmO) (8)

where P, is the mean active speech level for the talker population with
a normal distribution of N(P„ Q2) and with TL representing a composite
activity factor. Use of the well-established values [III of a = 5.8 dB,
Tg = 0.25, and the per-channel load of Po,,,,, _ - 15 dBmO results in
the value of -12.8 dBmO for P,. Thus, equation (8) can be expressed
as
P_ = -15 + IOlogn (dBmO) . (8a)
The long-term mean power, P;, of it compressed speech channels
is given by replacing P, with (P, + U)/2 and Q2 with (u/2)2 in equation
(8):

P;, = P, 2 U + 0.115 (2) + 10 log Tr + log n (dBmO) . (9)
Substituting the numerical parameters into equation (9) yields
P„^ = 11.47 + 2 + 10 log n

(dBmO) . (9a)

Using a compandor unaffected level of - I I dBmO in equation (9a)
results in a 2-dB decrease in F. compared to the P,, value given by
equation (8a).
The peak load, Poy, of n multiplexed telephone channels is expressed
as the power of a sinusoidal signal whose amplitude is equal to the
peak voltage of the multiplex signal [11]. The peak voltage is defined
as the voltage exceeded with probability E. The peak load of uncompanded channels without channel limiters [11], based on the work of
Holbrook and Dixon [12], is shown in curve A in Figure 15. The E
value associated with this curve, as shown in Reference 13, is between
10-4 and 10-1. The peak load with channel limiters hard limiting at
+ 10 dBmO is shown as curve B in Figure 15 for E = 10-' [14]. For
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Pry = (- I + 4 log n) + 10 (dBmO), n < 240 . (10b)
* CHANNEL LIMITER

Curves A, B, and C are parallel to the associated long-term average
curve for channel numbers n z 200. This is also evidenced by equation
(10a), which shows a 10-dB difference between Pcq and the long-term
average load, equation (Sa), corresponding to a 13-dB (peak of the
sinusoid) peak-to-average value. The law of large numbers ensures
that, regardless of the form of the individual instantaneous speech
voltage distribution, n multiplexed voice channels will begin to assume
the characteristics of a Gaussian signal for large n. The peak-to-average
ratio in that case approaches 13 dB (probability s of exceeding the
peak = 10 `).

Pe0IEQUIVALENT PEAK LOADI

35

A: CCITT G 223 (HOLBROOK DIXON)
104 <C <10-5 NO CHANNEL LIMITER
B: DeBOER HOOIJKAMP C = 105 HARD

CHANNEL LIMITER (110 dBm0)
C CCIR REPORT 708 APPROXIMATION
FOR UNCOMPRESSED CHANNELS
D'. COMSAT, C = 10-5 UNCOMPRESSED *
B COMSAT, C = 10-5 COMPRESSED *
F'. APPROXIMATION [EQUATIONS
114a)(14b) ],IU = -11 dBm01 FOR
COMPRESSED CHANNELS

25

For values of n approaching I, the signal exhibits increasing peakedness; using equations (10a) and (10b), this is given by
15

Pcq(n < 240) - POq(n ? 240) = 14 - 6 log a . (I I )
The distribution of both compressed and uncompressed speech
signals was measured for a single channel and for IDM composites of
12, 24, and 60 channels. The Mux transmit channel has an amplitudelimiting characteristic as shown in Figure 16. The composite signals
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Figure 15. Multichannel Equivalent Peak Load
FDM-FM calculations, curve C of Figure 15 [I5] is generally used. This
curve is given by
P,q = P_ + 10 = (- 15 + 10 log n) + 10 (dBmO), n - 240 (10a)
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Figure 16. MUX Transmit Channel Limiter Characteristics
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were derived from random samples of speech sources representing a
Gaussian speech volume distribution N(P, = - 15 dBmO, Ir = 6 dB)
with 40-percent ensemble speech activity. The speech levels and
activity were measured with a BPO* SB speech voltmeter [16].
With the given parameters and equation (8), the long-term mean
power of the companded channels in the test is given by

Pa,(test) _ - 14.84 + 10 log n (dBmO) . (12)
Using a compandor with U = - II dBmO and equation (9) yields the
long-term mean power of the compressed channels:
P"(test) = -15.94 + 10 log n (dBmO) . (13)
The distributions were measured with a special digitally implemented
amplitude distribution meter. The amplitude distribution was determined
as a histogram with amplitude range (x) divided into 16 equal intervals.
Each interval was associated with a counter which determined the number
of digitized samples occurring in a 16.6-minute interval. Figures 17-20
show the resulting cumulative frequency distributions of ^xj and, for comparison, the Gaussian distribution of lxi referred to as a "half-normal"
distribution. When the channel number increases, the measured distributions more closely approach the "half-normal" distribution. Asa measure of approximation, the vertical distances A and A' were chosen at the
50-percent point of the "half-normal" distribution.
Based on the peak (defined at 10-z probability) to rms values from
the multichannel measurements, the uncompressed curve D of Figure
15 is obtained using extrapolation. Similarly, curve E is obtained by
shifting the difference between equations (12) and (13) by I dB to
reveal the differences between curves D and E on the same scale. This
demonstrates that the compressed curve E is less peaked than the
uncompressed curve D for lower channel numbers.
Simple load expressions for CFDM-FM calculations similar to equations (10a) and (lOb) can be derived for use in FDM-FM calculations.
First, the convergence of the measured cumulative peak-to-rms distributions with the "half-normal" distributions shown in Figure 21
should be examined. The abscissa scaling is given as the number of
continuous talkers, which is obtained by multiplying the channel
number by the activity factor of 'r,, = 0.4. Figure 21 shows that the
* Presently called British Telecom.

a

1

2

3
Ixl

NORMALIZED AMPLITUDE, O

Figure 17. Single-Channel Amplitude Distribution

normal distribution can be used instead of the normalized uncompressed
and compressed distributions, when the number of continuous talkers
equals or exceeds about 60 and 40, respectively. With the generally
used activity factor of T, = 0.25, 60 continuous talkers correspond to
n = 240 uncompressed channels, the limiting value for equation (IOa).
Similarly, for compressed channel numbers, n = 160 corresponds to
40 continuous talkers. The equivalent compressed multichannel load
is given as
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Figure 19. 24-Channel Amplitude Distribution
Figure 18. 12-Channel Amplitude Distribution

Pip=P-+10= 11.47+2+10ogn

The increasing peakedness for lower channel numbers is expressed as

+ 10 (dBmO), IF = 160 . (14a)
P,'q(n < 160) - P,q (n ? 160) = 11.05 - 5.4 log n . (I5)
A linear approximation of

P,,q

for n < 160 is

P,'q = 0.42 + U + 4.6 log IF + 10 (dBmO), n < 160 . (14b)

Equation (14b) is determined by fulfilling two conditions:
a. The lines given by equations (14a) and (14b) should intersect
at n = 160.
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Figure 20. 60-Channel Amplitude Distribution

b. The peakedness of the compressed load given by equation
(15) should be about 2.5 dB less at channel number 12 (as shown
in curves E and F of Figure 15) than that of the uncompressed
load given by equation (1I).

Equations (14a) and (14b) are based on the same P„ Tt, and a
parameters as equations (10a) and (lob). The Pqq curve F of Figure 15
is given by equations (14a) and (14b) for U - - I I dBmO.
It is of interest to compare the baseband and the IF frequency
spectrum of the multiplexed signal consisting of a 120-compressedchannel load and that of the noise load (see Figures 22 and 23). The
more spiked frequency spectrum of the multichannel load as compared
to the noise load can be explained by the 4-kHz periodicity in the
spectrum of the FDM baseband signal.

8
1%I V

a
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a. SPEECH LOAD

112-252 312-552
KHz KHz

b. NOISE LOAD

b. NOISE LOAD

SCALE UNITS. VERTICAL: 10 dB, HORIZONTAL: 0.1 MHz

SCALE UNITS: VERTICAL: 10 dB, HORIZONTAL: 0.5 MHz

SPECTRUM ANALYZER FILTER BW: 0.3 KHz

SPECTRUM ANALYZER FILTER BW: 1 KHz

Figure 22. Baseband Frequency Spectrum of Mu/tichan_nel Load
and Noise

Communications capacity
The communications capacity (i.e., number of voice channels) in the
FDM-FM transmission mode is taken as a reference. Then, for the

Figure 23. IF Frequency Spectrum of Multichannel Load and Noise

CFDM-FM transmission mode, the necessary condition for channel
capacity to be independent of the unaffected level is given and the
channel capacity is calculated. Finally, based on conservative assumptions, the CFMD-FM channel capacity is shown.
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FDM-FM carrier channel capacity

The FM equation for FDM-FM operation above threshold is frequently
expressed [15] in the following form:
TT _ CBf,) PW
N, Nb

B = 2[log

1( 0f
Pe

I I 1 11 if I I

(16a)
+ f,^ (Carson ' s Rule bandwidth) (16b)

where
TTIN, = test done to weighted noise ratio in the top baseband
telephone channel = 1.318 x 105 (51.2 dB) for 7,500-pWOp
system noise and 0-dBmO test tone
C/N = carrier-to-noise ratio in bandwidth B
J" = rms test tone deviation
b = telephone channel bandwidth = 3 kHz
f,,, = maximum baseband frequency = 12 + 4 x n kHz -- 4.2
kHz x n (12 kHz in the low end of the frequency band is
utilized for order wires; 4 kHz is the telephone channel
spacing)

n = number of telephone channels
P = psophometric weighting factor, 10 log P = 2.5 dB
W = preemphasis weighting factor, 10 log W = 4 dB
Peq = given by equations (10a) and (10b).

o I L I u
N

Z

3I I I I I I

S

When f, from equation (16a) is substituted into equation (16b) and
z2 = B/n is introduced, the following equations are obtained where
B/N is the occupied FM bandwidth per telephone channel:

-0 5
z'

- 8.4z - 6,933n- 0'(N)

=0,

I

n <240 (17a)

0

z' - 8.4z - 1,395( ) = 0 , n = 240 . (17b)
These equations relate z = VB/n and C/N for TTIN = 1.318 x 101,
which is required for satisfactory link performance.

Figure 24 shows B/n, calculated from equations ( 17a) and (17b), as

8 8 8 0 8

IS 1, R
(ZH'I) U/9

2
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a function of channel numbers at TT'/N = 51 .2 dB and with C/N as a
parameter . The occupied bandwidth is obtained by multiplying B/n by
the number of channels , n. For a given number of channels, the
interception of a vertical line with the B/n curves indicates the influence
of C/N on the occupied bandwidth . For approximate Bln calculations,
Figure 25 can also be used.
r
a = z3 -8.4 z

a=
6,993n 03 (C/N) 05,n < 240
UNCOMP

1,395 IC/NI-0 .5,n z 240
1,393 n-0 .271C/M-0 '5 , n < 160

COMP

354(C/N)-05 n ? 160

In equation ( 16b), the equivalent peak load of uncompressed P,, is
replaced by P,.y, the equivalent peak load of compressed channels given
by equations ( 14a) and ( l4b). Note that the test tone for TTIN;
measurements and for adjusting the frequency deviation , J1, has a level
of 0 dBmO. This means that, with the compandor in the channel, the
test tone level at the compressor input must be adjusted to - U/2 dBmO
to result in a post - compressor level of 0 dBmO. It is, therefore,
important to note that the unaffected level cannot be selected arbitrarily,
since it affects system loading [7].
If loading posed no restrictions, it would be advantageous to select
the highest practicable value of U because compandor advantage
increases with U . This increase in compandor advantage would permit
higher system noise, thus permitting less FM bandwidth . However, an
increased value of U would also increase system load , requiring more
FM bandwidth . The necessary condition for total compensation of these
opposing effects leads to a unique value of the unaffected level for an FM
system with a given equivalent performance obtained by compandor
advantage . Assume a general linear relationship between A, and U:
A, = (3 + yU ( dB) (19)
where (3 and y are constants.
Using equations (19), (IS), and (16a), the FM equation for CFDM-FM
operation can be written as
T IO- i(a+ruln"' =

Nb (f)
f,

PW

(20a)

The Carson ' s rule bandwidth is given by

I
a

B = 2[log -' (-Pp )f,. +.f,

Figure 25. Graphical Solution of the FM Equation

In equation (20b), Pe„ is given by equations (14a) and (14b). Substituting f, from equation (20a) into equation (20b) for n > 160 yields

CFDM . FM carrier channel capacity

For CFDM-FM calculations, equations (16a) and (16b) must be modified. In equation (16a), because of the compandor advantage A1, a
reduced test-tone-to-noise (TTIN;) ratio must be used:
TT TT

N; N,

10-( A, / 10)

(20b)

(1S)

B = 2f,,

to[- 1.47 1E 2l+ 10 1o1

.1/2 0

10 -IR-rm20

)as

(N

o`

(N)

GBPW)a`+I

(21a)
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By combining n, p, (TTIN), (CIN), b, P, and W in a constant A,
equation (21a) can be rewritten as
B = 2f,,{AB-"` l0IU0 -y 12" + I} . (21b)
Equation (21b) evidences that B is independent of U only when y
_ '/2, the inverse of the compression ratio, as expected.
Substituting B of equation (20a) into equation (20b) yields an
expression which contains the product P, = f,.. l0'°41. This gives
another physical interpretation for the independence of B from U; if
the value of U at the interface is low, f,. must be increased. The increase
inf. is obtained by an appropriate gain increase before the FM modulator
and a decrease after the FM demodulator. This amounts to a centralized
control of the value of U for all compandors to match the required
system unaffected level. Thus, a particular subjective T7YN, requirement determines a given bandwidth and an associated unique system
unaffected level.
The capacity in the CFDM-FM transmission mode is calculated with
the assumption given by equation (19), but with y = '/, yielding A,
= 10 dB for the compander with U = - I I dBmO:

8

8

A, = 15.5 +'/ U( dB) . (22)
Using equations (22) and ( 20a), and substituting f, into equation (20b)
yields

z' - 8.4z - 354 C ^0 , n > 160

(N)

S

(23a)

s

/C\
z' 8.4z 1,393 n ' 2 7 N I = 0 n < 160 (23b)
N

with z = (B/n)'-' as the unknown.
From equations (23a) and (23b), with the accuracy of the solution
of Figure 25, the per-channel occupied bandwidth is shown in Figure
26 for CIN = 12.5 and 25 dB. The communications capacity enhancement of the CFDM-FM transmission mode, related to the FDM-FM
transmission mode based on Figures 24 and 26, is shown in Figure 27.
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CFDM . FM carrier communications capacity with conservative
assumptions

I

Telephone channels are also used for transmission of non-speech
signals, such as in-band signaling and data. For this type of signal, the
SIN ratio, as will be shown, generally degrades in the CFDM-FM
transmission mode. If the degradation is excessive, A, values lower
than those obtained from subjective tests must be used. Furthermore,
the increased use of data transmission causes an increase in perchannel loading which must be taken into account.
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In the following, two simplifying assumptions are made. First, the
compandor advantage, A„ with U = - 11 dBmO is assumed to be
9 dB, and second, P,,„ = P„y. This A, value is I dB more conservative
than the value of approximately 10 dB used previously. The second
assumption related to the equivalent peak load means that, instead of
curve F of Figure 15, curve C for FDM-FM calculation must be used.
Since in FM the TTIN and C/N ratios change dB for dB, the occupied
bandwidth per companded channel can be found from the curves of
Figure 24 (B/n for uncompressed channels) by substituting 9 dB
(corresponding to A,) for the C/N values shown. For example, for n
= 60, and a C/N ratio of 10 dB, Bln is about 80 kHz for uncompanded
channels. Interpolating C/N = 19 dB (10 = 19 - 9) results in a
companded B/n of about 45 kHz. Thus, in this particular example, a
capacity enhancement of almost 100 percent exists.
In INTELSAT operation, the number of channels and the allocated
satellite bandwidth have selected values. Therefore, Table 2 is a more
convenient form for showing the satellite capacity enhancement for
different carrier sizes. For comparison, Table 3 shows the transmission
parameters for regular FDM-FM carriers for INTELSAT IV-A and v. The
following cases are examples:
a. For a satellite bandwidth of 2.5 MHz and a C/N value of 13.5
dB. 60-channel loading is possible. Table 3 compares this loading
with 24-channel loading in the same bandwidth at the comparable
C/N value of 12.7 dB. It may thus be concluded that better than
2:1 channel capacity enhancement is possible.
b. For a 10-MHz satellite bandwidth and a 14.5-dB C/N. 312channel loading is possible. This value, compared to 192-channel
loading at a 14.7-dB C/N value according to Table 3, represents
a capacity enhancement of 1.63.
To obtain an average channel capacity enhancement factor, it can
be assumed that compandors are inserted into the voice channels of
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all IN'FF:LSAI FDM-FM carriers. Based on the INTELSAT status report
on carriers and channel loading for February 16-22, 1979, and Table
2, an average enhancement of 70 percent was calculated (see Table 4).

Data transmission and signaling

'L N
W V n 'C OO e
v' W V
V C v, O
V V V GG N- CS. l0 O
a0 v, Y O, O^
o ,n vi o ei r rv .- on o. - v c COO Cl C- v r -

Transmission of two types of non - speech signals was considered in
the CFDM-FM operating mode : data transmission at a constant power
which is increasingly used over international telephone channels: and
CCITT No. 5 in-hand signaling, which is frequently used in the
INTELSAT network.
Data Transmission
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Assuming only satellite system noise, the SI N degradation for data
transmission , 4(S/N), is as follows . In the FDM-FM operating mode
with a system noise level of N, and a data transmission level of S. the
SIN ratio is (S„ - N,) dB . In the CFDM - FM operating mode, the system
noise is increased to N; = N, + A,, and the signal level increases to
(Si) + U)/2 due to the compression . This results in an (S /N)' ratio of
[(S„ + U)/2] - N, - A,. The degradation is thus given by

N

4(N) = N - (N) - SD 2 U + A,

v^ vl
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(dB) . (24)

Substituting A, of equation (19) and using the value 'y = I/a = 0.5
shows that equation (24) is independent of U.
In FDM-FM transmission, the data signal-to-system-noise ratio (unweighted) is 35.78 dB for So = -13 dBmO level 117] and unweighted
noise of -51.2 + 2.5 = -48.7 dBmO. Equation (14) shows that in the
CFDM-FM transmission mode with U = -11 dBmO and the conservative
value of A, = 9 dB used previously, the degradation, 4(S/N) is 8 dB.
However, when the CFDM-FM channel is considered part of an international end-to-end connection which includes terrestrial links with
their own noise contributions, the overall degradation is less than that
of the CFDM-FM channel alone. Figure 28 shows the model of the
international connection, which is a modified version of Figure 2,
CCITT Orange Book, Rec. G.103.
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(regular FDM-FM carriers)

TABLE 3. INTELSAT IV-A AND V TRANSMISSION PARAMETERS
Deviation
Carrier Top Allocated (must for
Capacity Baseband Satellite Occupied 0-dBmO
(no. of Frequency, Bandwidth Bandwidth, Test Tone,
channels, f, Unit, b„ h b,

n) (kHz) (MHz) (MIT/) (kHz)
1.25

1.125

109

108.0

2.5

2.00

164

156.0
204.0
252.0

2.s
2.5
2.5

2.25
2.25
2.25

168
151
136

12

60.0

24

36
48
60

Carrier to
Total Noise
Temperature
Ratio (C/T)
Operating

C/N Ratio
in Occupied
Bandwidth

Ratio of Unmodulated
Carrier Power to Max
Carrier Power Density
under Full Load
Conditions

(dBW /K)

(d B)

(dB/4 kHz)

159

- 154.7

13.4

20.0

275
307
292

- 153.0
- 150.0
- 146.7

12.7
15.1
18.4

223
22.8
22.6

276

-144.0

21.1

22.4

546
616
584
529

- 149.9
-149.1
-145.5
-141.4

12.7
13.0
16.6
20.7

253
25.8
25.6
24.2

799
891
758

- 148.2
- 145.9
-140 .6

12.7
14.4
19.9

27.0
27.5
25.8

1020
1167
1009

- 147.1
- 144.4
- 139.9

12.7
14.7
19.4

28.0
28.6
27.0

- 144.1
-141.7
- 136.2

13.6
15.6
21.2

30.0
30.2
27.6

182

30.8

Multichannel
rms Deviation,

( kHz)

60

252.0

5.0

4.0

270

72
96

300.0
408.0

5.0
5.0

4.5
4.5

294
263

132

552.0

5.0

4.4

223

96
132

408.0
552.0

7.5
7.5

5.9

6.75

360
376

192

804.0

7.5

6.4

297

132

552.0

10.0

7.5

430

192
252

804.0
1052.0

10.0
10.0

9.0
8.5

457
358

252
312

1052.0
1300.0

15.0
15.0

12.4
13.5

557
546

432

1796.0

15.0

13.0

401

1627
1716
1479

17.5

15,75

517

1919

- 138.5

432

1796.0

432

1796.0

20.0

18.0

616

2276

- 139.9

16.1

31.9

612

2540.0

20.0

17.8

454

1996

-134.2

21.9

28.9

432

1796.0

25.0

20.7

729

792

3284.0

25.0

22.4

499

2688
2494

- 141.4
- 132.8

14.1
22.3

32.2
30.0

972
1092

4028.0
4892.0

36.0
36.0

36.0
36.0

802
701

4417
41 18

- 135.2
- 132.4

17.8
20.7

34.5
32.2
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TABLE 4. CFDM-FM ENHANCEMENT WITH

o

o

CONSERVATIVE ASSUMPTIONS

a

E
0

No. of
CFDM-FM
Channels

Enhancement
(°lc)

8,796

14.480

65

INTELSAT IV-A Fl,
Primary Atlantic

11,028

18,984

72

INTELSAT IV-A,
Indian Ocean

10296

17,940

74

Satellite Path
INTELSAT IV-A F4, Major

No. of
FDM-FM
Channels

Atlantic Path I

INTELSAT IV, Pacific

'Dotal
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5.268

9,276

76

35,388

60.680

71

The modifications are as follows:
a. Exchange noise contributions (200 pWOp maximum per
exchange) are neglected.
h. The international connection. which is no longer than 2,000
km, is replaced by a satellite connection with -50-dBmOp and
-42-dBmOp noise contributions for FDM-FM and CFDM-FM, respectively. *

c. The S/N ratio at the receiving modem is the same as that at
reference point A because of the negligible exchange and circuit
noise contributions after reference point A.
d. For S between the transmit points of the modem and the
local exchange, a loss (L,) of 0 dB with a o of 3 dB is assumed.
At the transmitting end, the modem transmission levels were assumed
to be - 13 dBmO, the present standard level, and - 15 dBmO, a
potential standard level. In the companded case, the compandors with
an unaffected level of -I I dBmO were assumed to be in the CT3's.
For the signal, losses L, L,, L„ and L, and for the noise contribution
N. losses L,,-,, to L, were considered in the S/N calculation at reference

*In the uncompanded case, the noise level between CT3's is 10.000 pWOp
(-50 dBmOp), of which the satellite link contribution is 7,500 pWOp (-51.25
dBmOp). In the companded case, the satellite link noise is increased with a 9dB compara tor advantage to -42.55 dBmOp (59,600 pWOp ). Thus, the total
noise is 59,600 + 2,500 pWOp = - 42 dBmOp.
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point A. Loss L, is an artifice enabling the noise power levels to be
indicated as if they were injected at zero relative level points on the
individual circuit sections.
For a particular set of L;'s, the S/N ratio was calculated as follows:
a. Uncompanded Case: The signal level at reference point A
is the transmit level diminished by the given losses in the transmission path. The noise level is given by the addition of noise
contributions transferred to A. Each transferred noise contribution
is attenuated by the losses in the direction of transfer.
b. Companded Case: The signal attenuated with losses L, and
L, is compressed at the transmit CT3, attenuated with L„ expanded
at the receive CT3, and finally attenuated with L, to determine the
signal level at reference point A. The signal increase at compression
and decrease at expansion yield two additional losses, a negative
and a positive loss, which are taken into account for transferring
the noise contributions to reference point A.

20

16

16

The calculations were performed by computer for all combinations
of L;, L, + a;, and L; - D; values. The output gave the individual S/N
values, their mean and standard deviation, and the number of S/N
values belonging to equidistant S/N intervals.

Table 5 shows the calculated means and standard deviations. The
calculated distributions approximate the Gaussian distribution in their
middle range. The standard deviations of the approximating normal
distributions, slightly exceeding that of the calculated distributions,
are also included in Table 5.
TABLE 5. CALCULATED MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS

FDM-FM
Signal Level (dBmO)
Mean S/N (dB)

6

4

2

CFDM-FM

-13

-IS

-13

-15

31.85

29.85

29.82

28.18

Calculated Standard Deviation (dB)

2.72

2.72

2.34

2.43

Standard Deviation of the Approximating
Normal Distribution (dB)

2.89

2.89

2.56

2.67

Based on the mean S/N ratios and on the standard deviations of the
approximating normal distributions, the probability of not fulfilling the
requirements of S/N = 24, 25, and 26 dB was calculated. Figure 29
shows the curves based on the calculated probability values.

0

24

25

26

REQUIRED S/N (dB)

Figure 29. Probability of Not Fulfilling the S/N Requirements

Table 5 shows that, at the present standard data signal level of -13
dBmO, the mean S/N degradation for the given representative international circuit is 2 dB when the satellite link operates in the CFDM-FM
transmission mode. In addition, Figure 29 shows that, at the same
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13-dBmO level, the probability of not fulfilling, for example, the S/N
= 24 dB requirement increases from about 0.4 percent in the FDM-FM
transmission mode to about 1.2 percent in the CFDM-FM transmission
mode.
In addition to the S/N ratio, the data transmission bit-error rate (HER)
depends on parameters such as channel envelope delay and frequency
response, impulse noise, and type of modem. The impulse noise is
attenuated by the expander, with U being above the data signal level.
The envelope delay and frequency response are generally not influenced
by the insertion of a compandor (see Figure 13). This was confirmed
by the measurements in Table 6, showing equal HERS at equal S/N
ratios for the companded and uncompanded channel.
Signaling
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In the CCITT No. 5 signaling system, the line signals are 2000- and
2400-Hz tone bursts, with a minimum duration of 100 ± 20 ms. The
line signals are long compared to the compandor time constants;
therefore, measurements were made only for the register-to-register
signaling, where the signals are dual-frequency tone bursts (MF signals)
of -7- ± I-dBmO level per frequency [181, 55-ms duration, and 50percent duty cycle.

In the CFDM-FM transmission mode, a repeated pattern of high
frequency, low frequency, and maximum-difference frequency pairs
representing the numbers 0. I. and 7 was transmitted without access
circuit noise and at the system noise level of -32 dBmop. No
transmission errors were detected, even when the standard transmission level was decreased by more than 10 dB.
Compandors in tandem
The terrestrial access circuit sections of an international connection
may also include compandors . Therefore , the study included a limited
experiment with two compandors in tandem.
A telephone circuit connection was made for live conversation
between two parties, S and L. with L as the evaluator . The evaluator
had to compare three circuit conditions , each with three circuit
sections, as shown in Figure 30. The first and third sections, representing a low - noise uncompanded access circuit and a companded
receive access circuit with high noise, respectively , remained unchanged . The second circuit section , representing the satellite system
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to condition a
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The results indicate that condition b was no different from condition
a for the sample size used. Condition c was worse than condition a.
It may be concluded that the subjective speech performance of a circuit
is not affected by insertion of tandem compandors if the noise
contributions remain unchanged. However, the speech performance
is degraded when the noise contribution of the additional companded
circuit section is increased to result in equal idle channel noise at the
output. Therefore, the performance of tandem compandors utilizing
the compandor advantage to recover performance is between the two
limiting cases tested, and is expected to result in some degradation
compared to non-tandem usage.

IDLE CHANNEL NOISE
A
B

CONDITION
a

-48.4 dBmOp

-49.8 dBmOp

Discussion

Cb

-635

-58.2

Data transmission

-48.4

-098

Figure 30. Companders in Tandem Test Conditions for Subjective
Evaluation

section , changed from uncompanded with a noise level of - 50 dBmOp
(condition a) to companded with the same noise level (condition b) to
companded with the noise level increased to give the same idle channel
noise output as in condition a (condition c).
Seven test subjects compared conditions b and a, followed by
conditions c and a. They were required to rate conditions b and c
relative to condition a in five categories ( much worse, worse , equal,
better, and much better). When the category ratings were associated
with integers from - 2 to +2, the means and standard deviations were
as follows:

Although the use of compandors may result in a carrier capacity
increase of 100 percent or more depending on the channel numbers
and C/N ratios (see Figure 27), this increased capacity is possible only
for speech transmission. Data transmission, however, is adversely
affected.
There are two methods of diminishing data transmission degradation,
both at the expense of the required bandwidth. One method is to
increase the S/N ratio of all channels by using less compandor
advantage than that measured in subjective experiments. An example
of such a compromise solution resulted in an average channel capacity
enhancement of 70 percent. With this compromise solution, the S/N
degradation for data transmission over a representative international
connection is 2 dB and the speech transmission performance is
somewhat better than required.
The second method ensures the required speech transmission performance and selectively ensures a better S/N ratio for the data
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transmitting channels. A selective S/N increase for data transmission
can be achieved by channel dedication and routing techniques or,
without channel dedication, by improving the channel S/N ratio during
data transmission. This second alternative may utilize the echo control
disabling tone preceding the data transmission to raise the compandor
unaffected level. Improving the S/N ratio for data-only transmission
is more economical in terms of bandwidth. but more complicated than
achieving a compromise improved S/N for all channels.
Compressed multichannel load

The bilinear approximation of the equivalent compressed peak load
P,'y is based on the measured peak (E = l0-`) to rms differences of
compressed and uncompressed multichannel loads and on the Gaussian
distribution approximation for higher channel numbers. The P,.y approximation is nearly as good as the bilinear Peq approximation of the
uncompressed load, although somewhat conservative, since the channel limiter action has a more significant effect on uncompressed load
than on compressed load measurements. A mathematically consistent
derivation of the compressed multichannel load is quite feasible. The
derivation method is the same as that given in References 13 and 14
for the uncompressed load.
Compandor advantage definition

The compandor advantage definition given in this paper, N; - N,
(designated "Definition A"), is not the only possible definition. In
particular, another definition (designated "B") 1191 should be considered. This definition is given as (77' - N,) - [(77)' - N], where
(T7)' is the compressed 0-dBmO test tone power, which is equal to
U/2.
A compandor advantage, found with definition A to be 10 dB at U
_ - 11, is transformed to 15.5 dB when definition B is used. The two
definitions give the same numerical values only for U = 0 dBmO.
Definition B normalizes the compandor advantage to U = 0 dBmO. In
addition, when the test tone deviation, f,, is interpreted as the deviation
associated with the compressed test tone, the U/2 term of the multichannel load is cancelled in the Carson's Rule bandwidth expression.
Thus, definition B permits CFDM-FM calculations without the formal
presence of U.

The authors prefer definition A. The presence of U in the calculations
is a reminder that the load is changed when compressors are used. As
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mentioned previously, the changed load must be taken into account
external to the rM-modulator-to-FM-demodulator path.
Conclusions
Measurements, evaluations, and calculations have shown that compandors can significantly enhance satellite communications capacities
by an average of 70 percent and by as much as 100 percent for smaller
carriers. These projected increases would not degrade the subjectively
perceived quality of the speech transmission.
A noise penalty of about 2 dB will be encountered by data signals
in an end-to-end international connection, including terrestrial (i.e.,
national) extensions with their own noise contributions. Companded
connections in tandem will generally tend to cause a performance
degradation, which is perhaps more severe for data transmission than
for speech.
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Appendix A. Block diagram of the experimental link
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In the majority of experiments, a laboratory simulated earth station to earth
station to satellite connection was used with an allocated satellite bandwidth
of 2.5 MHz (the present minimum INTELSAT bandwidth) and an occupied
bandwidth of 2 MHz. The carrier was loaded with compressed multichannel
speech.
Because the experimental phase was restricted to operating in the 2.5-MHz
allocated bandwidth and because of the need to encompass all conditions for
assessing compandor advantage, most of the test recordings were made by
varying the C/N ratio while the simulated link was loaded with 120 speech
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channels. A limited number of subjective evaluations were also performed on
recordings made with a 60-channel load and GIN = 12.7 dB to verify the
results obtained for 120-channel loading and high C/N ratios.
In Figure A-I, the multichannel load consisted of two supergroups originating
from one single supergroup source. One supergroup load was directly applied
(312-552 kHz), and the second was a down-converted version (12-252 kHz).
In the supergroup, the channels of groups GR4 and GR5 were loaded with
conversational speech, recorded, and labeled "CH. TAPE LOAD." Groups
GR4 and GR5 were recorded on two tracks of a wideband tape recorder, and
GR4 was recorded with a 25-ms delay (between the recorder and playback
heads) on the third track. The replay of the three tracks provided group loading
for GRI, GR2, and GR3. The inherent delay between the channel-loading tape
recorders and the group-loading wideband tape recorder decorrelated the
supergroup channels. The combined load of the two supergroups was adjusted
for the proper rms value of 120 channels. The individual channel sources were
adjusted to simulate an actual speech volume distribution. All recordings and
measurements were made on the top baseband channel (GR5, CH 12).
Figure A-2 is a detailed block diagram of the simulated satellite link. The
necessary system parameters were adjusted for 60- and 120-channel companded
telephone loading.

Appendix B. Distribution meter
The distribution meter was built to measure the voltage distribution of linear
and compressed single-channel and multiple-channel signals. It will be described based on the functional block diagram of Figure B-I and an application
example used for the distribution measurements of Figures 17 to 20.
The absolute value of the speech samples was measured and distributed in
16 equidistant intervals. The read-only memories (ROMs) have 1,024 memory
cells, each addressed by a 10-bit combination which is one of the 1,024 possible
digitized voltage values. Since four bits are necessary to identify 16 intervals,
only one of the two RUMS was needed and programmed. Each group of 1,024:16
= 64 RoM 4-bit words was programmed identically. The identical words were
addressed with the analog-to-digital (A/D) converted voltage samples associated
with the appropriate positive and negative intervals of the A/D converter (0to +5-V and 0- to -5-V input voltage range, respectively).
In the measuring phase of the distribution meter, the ROM, and consequently
the voltage sample, addresses the 256-word random access memory (RAM)
bank of S x 4 = 32 bits per word. The addressed RAM word is transferred to
a decimal counter, augmented with one, and rewritten to the same location.
Therefore, the RAM words are associated with voltage intervals and count the
number of samples belonging to the interval.
The measuring phase is terminated when the selected number of 10`. 10 1,
107, or 108 samples is distributed in intervals. The sampling rate can be 9.756,
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312.5, or 833 kHz. The number of the not necessarily equidistant intervals for
the ±5-V analog input range can be selected from 2° to 2".
The signal to be measured must be amplified to utilize the distribution meter
input voltage dynamic range. The voltage amplification is appropriately adjusted
using the overload indicator, which is lit whenever the input voltage equals or
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exceeds 5 V.
The distribution measurement is concluded with the recording phase, which
can be manual or automatic. In both cases, the RAM content is addressed by
a counter (right side on the address line). This counter is augmented step-bystep with a pushbutton for manual recording of the RAM's content, which is
shown on a display, together with the address counter state representing the
interval number. In the automatic recording mode, the same information is
printed on a connected HP5050 digital recorder at a speed of 80 ms per RAM
word. The continuous mode can also be selected when repetitive measurements
and recordings are made.
The measuring phase of the distribution measurement is preceded by the
initializing and idle phases. The measurement is started by depressing the
"start" pushbutton, which transfers the distribution meter from the idle phase
to the subsequent initialization, measuring, and recording phases.
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Synchronization accuracy and error
analysis of open-loop TDMA systems*
T. R. LEI
(Manuscript received August 15, 1980)

Abstract
Open-loop acquisition and synchronization is a method of controlling TDMA
burst position without the need of traffic stations to observe their own downlink burst returns. In an open-loop network, the burst transmit delay of each
station is calculated by a controlling station based on knowledge of satellite
and earth station positions. Ranging stations with sufficient geographic separations perform satellite range measurements which allow determination of the
satellite position.
Synchronization accuracy in an open-loop TDMA system is a function of
range measurement and traffic station implementation errors. Antenna site
location error and earth station electric path length calibration errors also
affect the overall system accuracy. This paper discusses possible error sources
that may be encountered in an open-loop TDMA system. Numerical examples
of burst position errors are given for stations located in the Atlantic Ocean
region.

*This paper is based upon work performed at COMsA I- Laboratories under the
sponsorship of the International Telecommunications Satellite Organization
(INTELSAT).
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Introduction
In a TDMA system, earth stations access a given satellite transponder
sequentially in time so that each station uses the full power and
bandwidth of the transponder during assigned time intervals. Each
station must transmit its traffic burst at a precise moment to prevent
it from overlapping with those of other stations. A traffic burst is
initially placed in its assigned time slot during the acquisition process
and is maintained in its allocated position by means of synchronization.
Open-loop acquisition and synchronization 111-13] is a method by
which TDMA frame synchronization can be achieved without the need
of traffic stations to observe their own down-link burst returns.
Contrary to the closed-loop method, which implies control of burst
transmission time by observing the position of the burst in the frame,
open-loop control accomplishes this function through calculations
based on knowledge of the satellite and earth station positions.
A periodic time marker is required to establish the time reference
for traffic bursts within a rDMA frame. This common time marker,
known as the reference burst, can be generated either by an oscillator
on board the satellite or by a reference station(s) on the ground. This
paper assumes that a reference station transmits reference bursts to
the satellite, which broadcasts them to traffic stations via a global
coverage antenna. As shown in Figure 1, after receiving the reference
burst, each station must establish a transmit time reference so that a
traffic burst transmitted at this precise moment will be coincident with
the reference burst at the satellite. The time delay. D,,, between the
received reference burst and the transmit time reference is referred to
as the transmit reference delay for station n. At any given time, each
station may require different values of D,, because of the unequal
distances between the satellite and stations; besides, the values of D„
are generally time dependent because of the small motions of geostationary satellites. These motions result in changes in the distance
between satellites and earth stations, and can be as much as 80 km for
a satellite with 0.0005 eccentricity and stationkeeping tolerances of
±0.1° E/W and +0.1° N/S. The variations in D„ can be as much as 540
µs depending on the station's location.
A traffic station must position and maintain its traffic burst to within
a preassigned time slot S. seconds apart from the reference burst as
shown in Figure 1. The actual time of transmission at station n must
be S. seconds after the transmit time reference, and hence t„ seconds

I L.
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after the received reference burst, that is, t„ = D„ + S,,. The value of
t,, or Dn, is calculated either locally at the traffic station or at a central
controlling station which broadcasts the results via the satellite to
traffic stations. The accuracy of these values is proportional to the
accuracy of the estimated satellite position, which is determined by
one or more ranging stations. This position is affected by error sources
such as range measurement, calibration, and computation error. This
paper discusses error sources that may be encountered in an openloop system; consequently, it derives the accuracy of the calculated
transmit reference delay, Dn, and determines the burst position accuracy.
T= nTf
SATEWTE

Figure 1. Burst Transmission Timing Diagram

Open-loop acquisition and synchronization
In an open-loop TDMA network, a traffic station transmits its burst
by implementing the transmit reference delay Dn, which is obtained
according to the timing diagram shown in Figure 1:
D„=nTr-2

Rn
C

(I)
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where R„ = distance between the satellite and
the traffic station
c = velocity of light
T, = TDMA frame period
n = an integer.

R„ is obtained in terms of the coordinates of the satellite and the traffic
station.
The satellite coordinates are determined by a central station based
on the satellite ranges provided by ranging stations which constantly
measure their propagation delays to the satellite. For the case of three
ranging stations, the following equations hold:
RA=

(X-X,,)2 +(Y-YA)'+(Z Z,,)' (2)

RB= (X-X„)2+(Y-Y„)'+(Z-Z„)' (3)
R,= (X-X')2+(Y-Yom)'+(Z-Z,)' (4)
where RA, R,,, R, = distances between the satellite and
the antennas of stations A. B, and C
X, Y, Z = satellite coordinates

X„ Y„ Z, = coordinates of the antenna of
ranging station i, and i = A, B, or C.
An open-loop rDMA system thus involves satellite ranging by ranging
stations, satellite coordinates determination by a central station,
calculation of propagation delays of traffic stations by either a central
station or traffic stations, calculation of transmit reference delays, and
implementation of the transmit reference delays by traffic stations. It
is assumed in this paper that all computations are performed at the
central station, and traffic stations simply implement the proper
transmit delays.

bursts are perfectly aligned at the satellite; however, errors may occur
in this operation and the resulting burst may not be exactly on the
target position.
The error sources can be separated into two categories: errors in the
value of D,,, and those occurring at the traffic stations. The former is
caused by measurement errors at ranging stations and computation
errors at the central station; the result is an erroneous D,, value
transmitted to traffic stations. The latter is the implementation error
introduced at traffic stations executing the transmit reference delay,
D_ In this paper, errors such as burst position and range measurement
will be expressed in terms of the symbol period unit rather than in
units of time.

The fundamental clock frequency in the digital ranging system is
assumed to be 60 MHz, i.e., the TDMA symbol rate. Since there is no
higher frequency clock in either the ranging unit or the TDMA terminal,
the timing resolution is determined by the symbol period, which is
16.7 ns. The symbol period is the basic unit in data distribution. The
number of binary digits allocated in the control part of the reference
burst for the distribution of synchronization data does not allow a
fraction of one symbol to be transmitted. Hence, the maximum error
in the data distribution process is ± 0.5 symbol.
Range measurement errors

Range measurement errors may occur at ranging stations because
of the five causes discussed below.
RANGE COUNTER TIMING ERROR

The range counter measures the round-trip propagation delay as
shown in Figure 2. The transmission of the range burst at time t, starts
the range counter, and the detection of a range burst unique word
stops it at time t,. The counter thus registers a time interval T, which
is less than one frame period; then satellite range R can be calculated
as follows:

Burst position accuracy of open-loop systems
nTj + T

Each station must establish a transmit reference timing by delaying
D, symbols after the detection of the unique word of the down-link
reference burst as depicted in Figure I. With open-loop control, the
value of D„ is calculated based on knowledge of the satellite and earth
station positions. Theoretically, this procedure ensures that all traffic

1 11

R

where

=2c

Tj = frame period
n = integer
c = velocity of light.

(5)
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Figure 3. Range Counter Clock Resolution Error
Figure 2. Global Beam Digital Satellite Ranging
The value n can be measured with a coarse frame counter, or estimated
using the current satellite position. The typical satellite round-trip
range variation is 1.1 ms; so n can be estimated easily if the frame
period is longer than 1.1 ms. If the frame period is short, a simple
calibration procedure is required.
During measurements of T, a reclocking error will result, as shown
in Figure 3. This error is evenly distributed between 0 and I symbols;
hence, 0 < T - T < 1. In equation (5), the factor 1/2 results in a range
measurement error, e,.:

0<-e,<0.5 .
QUANTIZATION ERROR AT TRANSMISSION

The measured range will be transmitted to a central station in symbol
units. Since PIT, + T may not always yield an even number, division
by 2 may result in a truncation error, e,,:
-0.5<e„-0
DOPPLER SHIFT IN TIIE RECEIVED FRAME REFERENCE RATE

A round-trip propagation delay takes about 300 ms. During this time,
the received frame reference rate varies because of Doppler shift. For
orbits with 0.1° inclination, this may be as much as ±20 ns/s. Hence,

over a 300-ms time interval, the accumulated Doppler shift error is of
the order of
±20 ns

x 300 ms = ± 6 ITS = ± 0.4 symbol

s

giving an additional range measurement error, e,,,
-0.2-ed<0.2 .
This error can be reduced or eliminated if the Doppler shift is predicted
using satellite ephemerides or a highly stable clock at the ranging
station. If the ranging station is also the reference station, this error
will not exist.
ERROR INDUCED BY THE MEDIUM

The propagation velocity of microwaves in a medium other than free
space is less than the speed of light. On the average, the ionosphere
will add 15 ns at 6/4 GHz into satellite round-trip propagation delay.
The troposphere will introduce additional clays, as shown in Table
1 [4].
These delays can be compensated for in the process of range
measurement. However, propagation velocity fluctuations due to
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atmospheric humidity, barometric pressure, wind, and rainfall will
cause the tropospheric propagation delay to fluctuate about the average
value. At a 20° elevation angle, for example, the propagation delay to
the satellite could fluctuate as much as ±5 ns, or approximately ±0.3
symbol [5].
TABLE 1. ADDITIONAL ROUND-TRIP
PROPAGATION DELAY IN
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-4.5<e,s4.5 .
The total range measurement error at a ranging station is the sum
of all above errors:
e = Cr + eq + e,l + C. + e,

For the worst case, when every contribution is at its maximum, the
total maximum range measurement error would be approximately ±6
symbols.

TROPOSPHERE
Resulting Satellite Positional Error
Antenna Additional
Elevation Propagation
Angle C) Delay (ns)

90
20

20
53

10
5

100
165

In a global beam triangulation ranging system, the errors AX, AT,
and AZ in satellite coordinates as a result of range measurement errors
are
AX =

DY =

dR

j)X
AR, + dR AR,, + AR,
Q C

ay ay Y AR
ARA +dR ARn + dR c
dR A H C

CALIBRATION ERROR

Calibration error will generate a permanent offset in FDMA synchronization. Although frequent recalibration limits the amount of this
error, a small calibration error may remain in the system at any given
time. The calibration error of ranging stations which consists of antenna
site location error and electric path length calibration error can be
treated as a form of range measurement error. The electric path length
calibration error is an offset in range measurement, and the problem
of antenna site location error can be approached by considering that
the antenna location is correct but the range measurement is in error
by an amount corresponding to the displacement of antenna location.
It is reasonable to assume that the location of ranging stations is
accurate to within ±0.5 s of an arc, which is equivalent to ±15 m
at the equator. In the vicinity of 45° latitude, where ranging stations
are most likely to be found, 0.5 second of an arc in longitude is
equivalent to a distance of about 10 m. For such a location error, the
maximum equivalent range measurement error for stations at 27° of
antenna elevation (e.g., Andover), operating at a system clock of 60
MHz, is about ±3 symbols. Since the electric path length calibration
error caused by HPA, LNA, and satellite transponder switchover and
redundant modem changeover is about -1.5 symbol, the total calibration error is

AZ = i)R AR,, + OR

B

where ARA, ARn, and AR, are the range measurement errors. To
specify the partial derivative terms, the relationships between X, Y,
and Z and RA, RR, and R, must be found from equations (2)-(4). Use
of the first-order approximation and Cramer's rule yields

AX =

ARA

KAr

KAL

AR„

K,,,

KB,

ARc

Kcr

Ka

D
KAx
Kax

K„x
Ay-

AZ =

ARA

KAz

AR„
AR,

Knz
Kcz

D
KAx

KAr

ARA

Knx

KB,-

AR„

Kcx.

K,.,.

AR,

D
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where
K Ax

D=

KAY

KA,

KB, Ka1 KBz
Kcx KcY Kcz

X - XA
KAx R
A

and other elements in the determinants are similarly defined. If the
measurement error is small, the following approximation can be used:

Resulting error in propagation delay of traffic
stations

ax AX
,)RA ARA

The transmit delay of each traffic station is calculated based on the
currently estimated propagation delay between the satellite and traffic
stations. Incorrect estimates of satellite position will result in erroneous
propagation delays. The effect of erroneous satellite coordinates on
the range calculations of traffic stations is given by the following
equation:

Hence, for example,
K nr
AX
ARA

The above equations give the errors in calculated satellite coordinates
as a result of range measurement errors; the computational and
processing delay errors are neglected. It can be shown that the
computational error is negligible if the computer at the central station
has the required resolution, and also if the time interval between
successive range measurements is not much longer than 1 minute. The
processing delay error is caused by the motion of the satellite while
the central station is holding previously measured satellite ranges.
Extrapolation algorithms can be employed to obtain a more accurate
estimated current satellite position.

Kn,

KcY Kcz

D

After the remaining partial derivative terms have been determined,
the following equations are obtained:
AX=

1

Kn y

Kn,

D

KAY

K,

ARA +

KAY
K cY

KA,
Kcz

AR

AY

Dj

Knz ARA +
Kc,

KAx
K cx

K,,,

RC.

AR„
Ax KAZ
Knx

K R,

Rc}

8)

and
AZ

Equation (10) is derived from range equations similar to equation (2);
it can be combined with equations (7)-(9) to obtain the error in the
estimated propagation delay of traffic stations caused by range measurement errors:

Ad
j

Kax

K8Y

KCx

KcY

RA +

KAx

KAY

K cx

KCr

= calculated satellite range for traffic station n

Rv

XN, Y., ZN = antenna site coordinates of station n.

7)

Kcz

(10)

1(X-XNAx +YRYNAY+Z-ZNAZ

C R ^ R, R ,

C
where

AY KAz
Knr Knz
Knx
Kcx

ARN

AR, 1
n= c cD

K.vx KNY K,, ,
K nx Knr Kx, AR,
KCx KcY K,

Rn
+

KAY
A
Kex Knr

KAx

A C} .

9)

+

KNx
Kcx

KAr KAz
KNr K,,
KcY Kcz

ARn +

K,x K4Y KAz
K8, Knr Kx,

K.vc

Kti r

K„

ARc]

.

(11)
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9
ERROR IN D„

The value of D„ is calculated from equation (I). in which three
possible error sources existed: an error in the estimated satellite
distance R,,, the assumption of constant propagation velocity in the
path, and the assumption of constant frame rate. T„ at the satellite
without considering the Doppler effect. However, the second and third
errors are very small, on the order of 10-6 symbols and 0.2 symbol,
respectively. The error in D„ results primarily from the error in the
estimated satellite propagation delay; thus,
AD„ = 2&d„ (12)
where M. is given in equation (11).
Implementation errors

which satellite position can be calculated. The central station also
constantly updates the values of transmit delay for traffic stations;
however, traffic stations may be unable to implement immediately the
"new" transmit delay because of a special superframe structure of a
particular TI)MA system. The local station may fail to receive or
calculate a new transmit delay at a particular instant and will be
required to use the previous value until a new value is obtained or the
station ceases transmission. During these intervals, if the satellite
position has changed, the continued use of previous transmit delays
would cause errors in burst position. Since the burst position is
measured with respect to the reference burst, and both the reference
and traffic bursts are affected by satellite Doppler, the differential
Doppler would affect the traffic burst position error.
With reference to Figure 4, if the time duration from the instant that
a new transmit delay is calculated until it is executed and seen by the

The transmit reference delay, D_ is calculated by a central station
with an error given by equations (11) and (12). More errors will be
added by the traffic station during implementation of the transmit
delay. The four error sources are discussed below.
QUANTIZATION ERROR IN D„

The value of D„ must be quantized into integer multiples of the
symbol period before being executed by the TDMA terminal. The
quantization error is thus
-0.5<e_--<0.5 .
RECLOCKING ERROR

If the clock frequency at the local rDMA terminal is not synchronized
to that of the reference station, the unique word detection pulse of the
reference burst cannot immediately trigger the transmit delay counter
at the local TDMA terminal; thus, a reclocking error of up to I symbol
may occur. This error is evenly distributed between 0 and I symbol.
To minimize the peak error, the transmit delay, D,,, can be offset by
-0.5 symbol; hence, the reclocking error becomes
-0.5<e,,,<0.5 .

THE TIME THAT on IS CALCULATED DELAY CAUSED BY UW
MISS DETECTION, SUPERERAME
PERIOD, ETC.

SATELLITE-MOTION-INDUCED ERROR

Ranging stations constantly measure satellite ranges in terms of

Figure 4. Processing Delay
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satellite is At, the burst position error caused by satellite Doppler is
e,,,,l = (d,. - d,) At
where d, = satellite Doppler experienced by the
reference station
d„ = satellite Doppler experienced by a
traffic station.
The maximum Doppler shift for a satellite with 0.0005 eccentricity and
+0.10 E/W, ±0.10 N/S stationkeeping is about -8.7 ns/s or -0.5
symbol/s; if At is assumed to he 2 s, the burst position error caused
by satellite Doppler can be as much as -2 symbols. However, this
type of error can be reduced by employing extrapolation techniques
at traffic terminals.
TRAFFIC STATION CALIBRATION ERROR

A TDMA terminal can he several hundred meters from the earth
station antenna feed. The equivalent electric path length of the cables
and the propagation delay in electronic devices must be calibrated and
added to the calculated satellite range. Redundant terminal switchover
or HPA changeover often disturbs the calibration. With a - I symbol
calibration error, the complete path of the receiving reference burst
and transmitting traffic burst may cause a ± 2 symbol error in the burst
position.
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This equation assumes that an antenna site location error of -0.5 s of
an are in both longitude and latitude exists at all earth stations. It is
valid at the beginning of open-loop TDMA operation while stations are
not yet precisely calibrated. Figures 5 and 6 show the worst-case burst
position errors on traffic stations in the Atlantic Ocean region, if each
ranging station experiences a maximum range measurement error of
±6 symbols. The values in Figure 5 are much smaller than those of
Figure 6 because the ranging stations are geographically well separated;
thus, M. is less sensitive to range measurement errors.

It has been pointed out that antenna site location error can, in
principle, be eliminated [6] while satellite Doppler can be predicted by
using extrapolation methods. For an open-loop TDMA system in which
the antenna site locations are precisely calibrated and extrapolation
algorithms can be employed to eliminate the error caused by satellite
motion, the result is a range measurement error of ±3 symbols and a
traffic station implementation error of about ±3 symbols. Figures 7
and 8 show the open-loop burst position error of this improved case.
The actual worst-case TDMA burst position accuracy, however, should
fall in between these two extremes.
GH

The antenna site location error of a traffic station would introduce
a +3 symbol error in range calculation or a t6 symbol error in burst
position [equation (12)] if a calibration accuracy of -0.5 s of an arc
in geographic location is assumed. The total amount of calibration
error is thus
-8-e," 8 .
TDMA burst position error

The sum of the implementation error and the error in the estimated
D, yields the total error in a TDMA burst controlled by the open-loop
method; that is, ee = 2Ad„ + e,,,, + e,,, + e,,,, + e,,,.
The worst-case burst position error in a global beam open-loop TDMA
system is

en = +(2Ad„ + 11) . (13)

Figure 5. Synchronization ACenracy of Open-Loop TDMA System
(Ranging Stations AN, BA, and TF)
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GH
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GH
AN
(t9)

UT

Figure 6. Synchronization Accuracy of Open -Loop TDMA System
(Ranging Stations AN, GI1, and LR)

Figure 8. Synchronization Accuracy of the Improved Open-Loop
TDMA System
(Ranging Stations AN, GH, and LR)

Conclusions

Figure 7. Synchronization Accuracy of the Improved Open-Loop
TDMA System
(Ranging Stations AN, BA, and TF)

TDMA open-loop control performs acquisition and synchronization
based on knowledge of the estimated satellite position. The most
attractive feature of the open-loop system is the simplified acquisition
process, because the transmit delays of individual stations are always
available from the central station via the satellite link.
The errors entering the open-loop synchronization processes of a
TDMA system have been analyzed. Various error sources have been
discussed and their relative importance assessed. Ina properly designed
open-loop system, TDMA frame synchronization can he maintained to
a reasonable accuracy if ranging stations are widely dispersed. If all
the station locations are properly calibrated, and satellite Doppler
extrapolated, the open-loop synchronization accuracy is expected to
be comparable to and, in some cases, better than that of a closed-loop
system.
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Onboard clock correction for SS/TDMA
and baseband processing satellites*
T. INUKAI AND S.J. CAMPANELLA
(Manuscript received December 16, 1980)

Abstract
Future communications satellites will embody advanced techniques such as
SS/TDMA multibeam antennas, scanning beams, and baseband processing to
provide high communications capacity with efficient utilization of available
frequency and power resources. Flexibility to serve high and low traffic density
areas will also be achieved. These new developments will eventually require
the interconnection of satellite networks and of terrestrial and satellite
networks. In terms of current technology, the onboard clock which supplies
the timing for onboard switching and processing functions does not meet the
clock accuracy required for synchronous network interconnection over the
satellite lifetime; therefore, some corrective means must be provided.
This paper proposes a method of correcting the onboard clock drift from a
ground station. A description is given of the proposed clock correction scheme
and worst-case estimates of the correction error and required buffer size at
traffic stations. The effects of secondary factors such as Doppler shift, range
measurement error, quantization error of correction data, and delay incurred
in transferring correction data to the satellite will also be discussed. Special
consideration is given for a sidereal day clock correction.

*This paper is based upon work performed under the sponsorship of the
International Telecommunications Satellite Organization (INTELSAT).
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Introduction
The onboard clock in an Ss/TDMA system employing a synchronization window approach supplies the reference timing for all earth
stations in the system. Without periodic frequency corrections, the
onboard clock may drift as much as one part in 106 over the 7-year
satellite lifetime. Therefore, serious problems would arise in the use
of SS/TDMA in a plesiochronous telecommunications network, which
may require a clock drift no greater than one part in 10''. A number
of schemes for correcting the onboard clock drift have been proposed;
however, no analysis has been performed to ensure proper performance
[11, [2].
This paper presents a clock correction scheme that employs a
predictor to achieve stability. A linear discrete system model is used
to analyze the worst-case timing error, clock correction rate, and
buffer size requirement for traffic stations. The effects of timing errors
caused by range measurement errors, Doppler shift, quantization noise,
and delay incurred in transferring clock correction information to the
satellite are also included. A numerical example provides system
parameter values for typical ss/TDMA performance requirements. Finally, it is demonstrated that the analysis and discussion presented for
an ss/TDMA system may be extended to a baseband processing satellite
in which the master clock for onboard processing is controlled by a
ground station.

Onboard clock correction scheme for SS/TDMA system
A basic scheme to correct onboard clock drift is shown in Figure 1.
The clock drift is corrected periodically with period T; the subscript
n represents the nth interval correction values. The choice of the
correction period, which can range from several minutes to several
days or longer, depends on the performance requirements of a particular
system. The function of each building block of the clock correction
scheme is described below.
Onboard clock

The onboard clock generates the timing for periodically altering
switch states of a microwave switch matrix according to the pattern
stored in the onboard memory. Its nominal frequency, J;,, is the same
as that of the reference station clock, and the drift rate is denoted by
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COMMAND
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ATOi
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Figure I. Onboard Clock Correction Diagram for SS/TDMA System

pJt). The instantaneous clock frequency is then f[l + p,(t)]. Since the
onboard clock is adjusted (or corrected ) at the rate of w„ s /s in the nth
correction interval , its instantaneous frequency is
f(t) =JR[I + p,( t)](I - iv„)

(I)

=JG[I + p,(t) - w„]

Accordingly, the sync window timing and hence the reference frame
timing are determined by this corrected clock frequency.

The acquisition and synchronization unit (ASU) of the reference
station transmits a short burst called a metering burst to the sync
window in every frame and determines the trailing edge of the window
by multiple measurements of return bursts [3]-15]. From 32 to 64
measurements are required to locate the sync window position with an
error probability ranging from 10-9 to 10 16 for a channel error rate of
10 T. The departure of the measured trailing edge position from its
nominal position is the short-term phase error denoted by x1. The phase
error measurement may be repeated once every 0.5 to I s over the
clock correction interval. The accumulation of short-term phase errors
leads to a long-term phase error, s,,, in the nth interval.
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The quantity s,,, which contains not only the onboard clock drift
term but also the effect of the up-link Doppler shift, p„ (t), can be
written as
s„ = [(p,), - (PJ„ - n'.,11 (2)

where ( p,)„ and ( p„ )„ are the average clock drift rate and the long-term
Doppler shift of the nth correction interval, respectively (see Appendix
A). *
Transmit timing generator

This unit generates the metering burst (also reference burst) transmit
timing from the reference clock, which has a timing inaccuracy as
small as 10-". The transmit timing is adjusted by the amount of shortterm phase error x, to compensate for onboard clock drift and up-link
Doppler shift. Since a large jitter in the reference burst timing is not
desirable, a practical circuit may employ a smoothing algorithm which
predicts the drift between corrections.

clock correction error of the nth interval is then (p,),, - m,,.
Accumulator Z2 may be located on board the satellite so that the
incremental values it, are sent over the command link, as shown in
Figure I. The accumulator may also be located in the ASU, in which
case the total correction rate n'„ is transmitted to the satellite.

Analysis
A discrete system model of the onboard clock correction scheme is
shown in Figure 2, where e„ is the quantization error of it, and the
symbol z-' denotes one sample (or one correction interval) delay.

IPsi„

(Ru),

Incremental clock correction

A long-term phase error. .s,,, is integrated in accumulator 2, and also
added to the integrator output, y,,. This yields the phase correction
needed to minimize the mean departure of the clock from the reference
frequency, fo, during the next interval of duration T. The summed value
is then averaged over the length T of one correction interval to obtain
an incremental clock frequency correction datum, u,,: this value is
quantized and then transmitted to the satellite at the end of the nth
interval. The digital integrator is important in the ASU because it detects
and subsequently corrects undesirable timing errors caused by a biased
frequency offset (nonzero long-term drift) in the onboard clock that
degrades plesiochronous services.
Onboard clock correction

The correction rate n„ is obtained by integrating the incremental
clock corrections, u,,, in accumulator I,. The value It,, is incremented
at the beginning of the nth correction interval by the amount it, . The

Figure 2. Discrete System Modelfor Onboard Clock Correction

Figure 3 illustrates the behavior of the clock correction loop for a
ramp, a step, and a typical clock drift function without Doppler shift
and quantization. The loop exhibits a transient response with a duration
of two sample intervals. This is clearly seen for the responses to the
ramp and step clock drift functions.
This model contains three external sources (inputs) which characterize system performance: (p,,,, (p,J,,, and e,,. Since the system is
linear, the effect of each timing error source can be analyzed independently.
Onboard clock drift

*The effect of satellite Doppler becomes quite small when the correction
interval is equal to a sidereal day.

Variables s,,, y,,, a„, and it,,, dictate system performance. To estimate
these values under the worst-case conditions, let (p,,), = e„ = 0 in
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f(t) - ONBOARD CLOCK FREQUENCY
fltl - CORRECTED ONBOARD CLOCK FREQUENCY
f0 - ASU REFERENCE CLOCK FREQUENCY
T- CLOCK CORRECTION INTERVAL

Figure 2. A detailed analysis is shown in Appendix B, and the results
are summarized as follows:
s. _ [(p,),, - 2 (P).. I + (P,).. 2lT (3a)
0

Y. _ [(p'). - (0,.-1]T (3b)

z
w
0

an = 2(pj n - 3(p,), + (p)a-, (3c)
w„ = 2(p). i - (P),. 2 (3d)

The clock correction error is given by

0

T

2T

3T

4T

5T

6T

7T

8T

I
6T

I
7T

I
8T

6T

7T

8T

(pJ^ - w^ = (p,),, - 2(p),. I + (p.), 2 . (3e)
Let (1p, be the worst-case onboard clock inaccuracy per correction
interval T; that is, the clock frequency departure is no greater than
fAp, during interval T. The inequality

w
0

to
I(P1 - (P'L-^I - AP., (4)

which is proved in Appendix C, is used to compute the following
system parameter bounds:
long-term phase error: is.1 s 2Ap,T

(5a)

cumulative phase error: yj <_ pp,T

(5b)

I
I
I
I
I
T 2T 3T 4T 5T

incremental clock correction: lu,l s 3Xp, (5c)
clock correction error: (p). - wj s 20p, . (5d)
Another important quantity is the reference burst timing inaccuracy
at a traffic station, which must provide enough buffer to absorb the
worst-case timing error due to the proposed clock correction scheme.
Since the cumulative timing error y„ is bounded, the long-term clock
drift at a traffic station is zero relative to the reference station clock.
If a traffic station possesses a sufficient buffer for a Doppler shift, the
additional buffer requirement is determined by the worst-case clock
correction error (Appendix D) and is given by the quantity

buffer size: 60p,T .

(5e)

0

T

2T

3T

4T

5T

Figure 3. Examples of Clock Correction

The parameter bounds given above may apply for any clock drift
rate that does not exceed Ap, over any T second interval. However,
a clock drifts almost linearly with time over a short period, i.e., several
hours. In this case, better upper bounds may be obtained on the system
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parameters. According to Appendix E, the parameter bounds for a
piecewise linear clock drift rate are given by
long-term phase error: s„j
cumulative phase error: ly,l

Ap,T
<_

Ap,T

(6a)
(6b)

incremental clock correction: uj 2Ap,

(6c)

clock correction error: (p3,, - W" I - Ap,

(6d)

buffer size: 4Ap,T

(6e)

The next examples will illustrate typical buffer size requirements.
The worst-case clock drift is specified as one part in 10111/10 min, and
the correction period is T = 3 hr. Since a drift rate may be regarded
as a linear function of time over 3 hr, Ap, = 1.8 x 10 9 and the buffer
size is 4Ap,T = 78 ps. The second example assumes a timing inaccuracy
of AP, = 10-9 for a sidereal day of 86,160 s. If the clock correction
interval is every sidereal day, the buffer size requirement will be 6Ap,T
= 517 xs for the worst case. If the drift is at a constant rate, then the
buffer size becomes 345 is.
Doppler shift

The measured phase error s„ contains not only the clock drift but
also the term due to Doppler shift. Since the discrete system model
shown in Figure 2 is linear, the effects of Doppler shift can be expressed
by equations (5a) through (5e), with Ap, being replaced by Ap,,, where
Ap„ is the worst-case Doppler shift averaged over a correction period
T. Typical values of Apo which illustrate Doppler effects are discussed
below.
The INTELSAT V stationkeeping maintains satellite position within
±0.1° longitude, and ±0.1° inclination for the first several years and
-0.50 thereafter. The eccentricity of the orbit is no greater than
0.0005. With these orbital parameter accuracies, the short-term (instantaneous) Doppler shift is 2 x 10 " in the worst case, and Apo is
approximately equal to this value for a small T. However, Ap„ can be
made quite small if a sidereal day clock correction is chosen.
The Doppler shift averaged over a sidereal day would be zero if the
satellite motion were perfectly periodic with a sidereal day period.
Thus, sidereal day corrections would result in a constant onboard
clock frequency. However, because the satellite exhibits a long-term

east-west drift and inclination change, it does not return to the same
point each sidereal day. For instance, the worst-case longitudinal
acceleration is about 0.002°/day2, which results in a drift rate of 0.028°/
day for the east-west stationkeeping of ±0.1°. The effect of this
longitudinal drift on the range variation is 3.12 km/day, or equivalently,
an average Doppler shift of 1.2 x 10-10. On the other hand, the orbital
inclination changes 0.005°/day, which contributes to the satellite range
variation of 0.557 km/day or an average Doppler shift of 2.2 x 10-''.
The combined effect of the two orbital components produces a longterm Doppler shift no greater than 1.5 x 10 '°. Thus. Ap,, = 1.5 x
10-'0 for T = 86,160 s.

Stationkeeping maneuvers introduce relatively large Doppler effects.
The north-south position correction reverses the inclination angle from
one extreme to the other over a 5-day period. Since the maximum
range variation due to orbital inclination is - 55.7 km for the inclination
angle of ±0.50, a maneuver causes an average daily range change of
22.3 km. Considering longitudinal drift, the total range variation
becomes 25.4 km, with a corresponding Doppler shift of 9.8 x 10-10.
The east-west stationkeeping maneuver simultaneously corrects the
longitudinal drift and eccentricity, and a maneuver requires only a few
minutes. This orbit correction does not increase the daily range
variation of 3.12 km in the east-west motion. However. the eccentricity
may vanish as a result of longitudinal maneuvers. This implies a change
in eccentricity from 0.0005 to 0, causing a range variation of 21.8 km
in an extreme case. The combined effect in the range variation is then
25.5 km/day and Ap„ = 9.9 x 10-10.
From the above discussion, the contribution of Doppler shift to the
clock correction accuracy is approximately Ap, = 10-9 in the worst
case, and can be compensated by a traffic station buffer requirement
of 6Ap,T (517 µs).
Another means of removing the influence of long-term Doppler on
the onboard clock involves periodic range measurement. Suppose that
r(t) denotes the range measured by the ASu at time t. The one-way
signal propagation time to the satellite is then r(t)/c, where c is the
velocity of light. The up-link Doppler shift is the change in propagation
time measured over the incremental time At:
I Ir(t + At) r(t) I dr(t)
P„(t) = lim -- =
„-0 At I c

c dt

(7)
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The long-term Doppler shift of the nth correction interval is the average
value of pjt):
^r

Delayed incremental clock correction

(P,J = T _ I )T R,(t) dt
1

TC{r(n7) - r[(n - 1)71}

(8)

1
_ - x (range variation)
TC

Therefore, the long-term Doppler shift can be calculated from periodic
range measurements. Subtracting this term from s„ eliminates the
Doppler effect from the clock correction scheme. The range measurement can easily be performed using metering bursts which, incidentally,
must be transmitted to the satellite for onboard clock synchronization.
The error resulting from a range measurement can be as large as
10 symbols at a symbol rate of 60 Mbaud. However, any fixed-error
term, such as a calibration error, vanishes in the range variation
calculation, which results in a measurement error not exceeding ±3
symbols or ±50 ns. The effect on the onboard clock correction is
quite small, an equivalent clock drift rate of 5.8 x 10 " for T =
86,160 s.
Quantization error

The incremental clock correction u, is quantized into a finite level
and sent to the satellite as a binary number. The quantization step
size, denoted bye, causes an inherent inaccuracy of the onboard clock
correction. The quantization error is e/2 or e depending upon whether
rounded or truncated numbers are used. (Assume the former value in
the following calculation since it yields a smaller error.) Appendix F
analyzes the quantization effect, and the results are shown below:
long-term phase error: ]srzl - eT

(9a)

cumulative phase error: y„j

(9b)

,'eT

incremental clock correction: u,1 <
clock correction error:
buffer size: 4eT .

Iw„ I

These errors result from the quantization process and should be added
to the quantities discussed previously.

<_

e

3e

(9c)
(9d)
(9e)

The incremental clock correction u„ is likely to be transmitted to the
satellite via the telemetry, tracking, and command (TT&C) station. If
the information transfer is in real time, the correction datum, u., may
experience a few seconds of transmission delay to reach the satellite.
In this case, there will be negligible performance degradation due to
the clock correction updating delay. However, a problem may arise if
this delay exceeds a few minutes because of the unavailability of the
command link. Appendix G analyzes the effect caused by a fixed
updating delay.
The system remains stable as long as each clock correction is made
within AT = 0.382T after a long-term phase error measurement and
becomes unstable when it exceeds this value in every correction
interval. Based on the analysis in Appendix G, the increase in parameter
bound is plotted as a function of ATIT in Figure 4, where AT is the
delay incurred in transferring incremental clock correction data. This
figure also shows the simulation results performed on 6,000 correction
intervals. The theoretical bound may be regarded as the worst-case
parameter value increase.
To illustrate, let T = I sidereal day. If every clock correction is
made within 5 min after a phase error measurement (ATIT = 0.0035),
the parameter bound increase will be about 2.1 percent; that is, a traffic
station requires 2.1 percent more buffer due to the clock correction
updating delay of 5 min. Other parameter bounds are also increased
by the same amount. This increase is almost linear for a delay of less
than 2.4 hr and accelerates as the delay approaches 9.14 hr.
Numerical example
The clock accuracy requirement for the IN IELSAT plesiochronous
system does not allow the worst-case drift to exceed one part in 10".
However, the onboard clock may drift up to one part in 109 per day
and have a total departure of one part in 106 at the end of satellite life.
An incremental clock correction datum is quantized into an integer
number with a quantizing step of 10 10 and sent to the satellite once
every sidereal day. The maximum allowable delay of the correction
datum is 5 min. Table I is tabulated under these assumptions; the
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TA13LE I. TIMING ERROR SOURCES AND PARAMETER BOUNDS
Buffer
Size

Timing
Error

Source
Basic Error Term

lu,l

Fc„ - (p)'

(µs)

86

3 x 10

2 x 10

517

4

1.5 x 10-10

I x 10

34

4

2

6.6 x 10 II

4.4 x 10

186

92

3.2 x 10-"

2.1 x 10 °

(µs)

(µs)

173
9

Quantization Error

Delayed Clock
Correction (up to 5
min)
Worst-Case Value

12
563

phase error measurement, the required buffer size will be about 1,126
µs, although this value is worst case and may be conservative.
Clock correction for baseband processing satellite
In a baseband processing satellite, the onboard clock also provides
the timing for the baseband processing functions such as burst processing, data demultiplexing, filtering, and remultiplexing for retransmission to the designated down-link beams. Figure 5 is a diagram of
IR. P'RI
COMMAND
LINK
INTERFACE

D

AT
T

Figure 4. Increase in Parameter Bound for Delayed Clock
Correction

parameter values do not contain a Doppler effect. A 5-min delay in the
incremental clock correction increases the worst-case parameter values
by about 2.1 percent. This increase applies not only to the basic error
term but also to the quantization error term, since a quantization error
results in an additional clock correction error. The required buffer size
at a traffic station is 563 µs for this example.
The long-term (I sidereal day) Doppler shift is 10-9 in the worst
case. If the Doppler component is not eliminated from the long-term

Pahl

V

Q

RECEIVE
TIMING
GENERATOR

RESET EVERY
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RUC
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REFERENCE
SYMBOL
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REFERENCE
CLOCK

Figure 5. Onboard Clock Correction Diagram for Baseband
Processing Satellite
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onboard clock correction for a baseband processing satellite, where
the down-link beam is a continuous TDM signal. The long-term phase
error s,, which is the accumulated timing error of the recovered symbol
clock over T seconds measured relative to the high-accuracy ground
reference clock, contains a long-term down-link Doppler shift that may
be eliminated by calculating the range variation, if necessary. The only
difference between this clock correction scheme and the one for an ss/
TDMA system is a type of Doppler shift, i.e., down-link Doppler vs uplink Doppler. The previous analyses and discussions also may be
applied to this case.

U,(t)[ I

S, =

- P „(d] -

fi

dt

(A- 1)

(p,(t) - p,(t) - w„] dt
(p,)„T - (P,J„T - it,T

Conclusion
An onboard clock correction scheme for an ss/TDMA system is
proposed and a detailed analysis is performed, including secondary
timing error sources. The basic clock correction scheme may be used
with minor modifications for other communications satellites, including
baseband processing and scanning beam satellites, where the onboard
clock provides the basic timing for switching and/or processing functions. The proposed scheme is particularly effective if the Doppler
component is eliminated and the clock correction delay is minimized.
Special attention is focused on a sidereal day clock correction. Based
on INTELSAr V stationkeeping accuracy, the buffer size needed to
accommodate frequency changes due to the clock control is 563 µs
with ranging compensation, and 1,126 µs without it. These values
assume a maximum clock correction delay of 5 min.
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(A-2)

(PJ., = T 0.(t) dt

(A-3)

(P,J„=T^„ p„(8d1

Appendix B. Analysis of onboard clock drift
Let S(z), Y(z), U( z), W(z), and R(z) denote the Z-transforms of s,
and (p,),,, respectively . From Figure 2,

S(z)=T[R(z)-(1-Iz ^I+I Iz )S(z)]
L
= TIR(Z) -

T

11(,
^ z ) . 5(z)]

(B-1)

S(z) = TO - z-')2R(z)

(B-2a)

Y(z) _ 1 - Z S(z) = T(1 - z 7R(z)
1

(B-2b)

U(z)=I( 1 + )S(z)(2-z')(1T
W(z) - (I - z-'^ U(z) = z-'(2 - z-')R(z)

')R(z) (B-2c)

(B-2d)
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The corresponding

me domain expressions are
At - fop(T) dT

s,. _ [(p)„ - 2(p)„ , + (p), J T (B-3a)
lr f

(B-3b)

y„ _ [(p), - (p), IT

Appendix C.

-

(P)„-,

[P,(T) - w,] dT (D-2)

p,,(T)dT .

u, = 2(p,)„ - 3(p), ^ + (p)„-, (B-3c)
w. = 2(p), ,

[p,(T) - w,] dT +

(B-3d)
The last term does not exceed one-half of the worst-case timing error resulting
from a round-trip Doppler shift. Since traffic stations possess a Doppler buffer,
this term may be deleted from the buffer size calculation caused by the clock

Calculation of 1(p,), - (p),-Il

correction error.
The first n - 1 terms can be simplified as follows:

Let t, _ IT, where i is an integer.

"
f'

p,(t) dt - f, p,(t) dt

f [P,(t + Z) - p(t)] dt

[p,(T) - w,] dT

(C-1)

_ [(p), - w,]T
_ [(p), - 2(p), i + (0.);-JT

< P.(t + T) - P,(t)I dt
Since p,(t + T) - p,(t)[ - Op, for any t, the equation may be simplified as
follows:

^(p,)„ - (P),-, `- T

Appendix D.

- Op, dt

(C-2)

_ [(P)„ - (P)„ JT- [ ( p,), - (p)IT . (D-3)
The second term of the equation is a fixed timing error, which may be
eliminated at the initialization stage of the traffic station operation. The ASU
can calculate this timing offset at any given time by summing the long-term
phase error s„ and cumulative phase error y,,, and subtracting a Doppler shift
component if its contribution is not negligible.
Thus, equation (D-2) may be rewritten as follows:

Calculation of buffer size

The instantaneous timing error of a reference burst received by a traffic
station is the sum of the onboard clock correction error and the down-link
Doppler shift. i.e.,

At = [(p)_- (P),-21T + i [P,(T) - w,] dT . (D-4)

If p,(T) - w, is a nonnegative or nonpositive function in the interval [t„ -„ t„],

then either

P(t) = P,(8 - w„ - Pe(t) (D-I)
where p,,(t) is the Doppler shift of a signal traveling from the satellite to the
traffic station at time t, where t, , < t < t,,. If the timing error at the traffic
station is set to zero at t = 0, the accumulated timing error at time t is

[(p) - (P,),-,]T - At - [(p), - (P), IT

(D-5)

IT - At - [(p).-,

(D-6)

or
[(p)„ - (p),

- (P), JT .
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From Appendix C, Atd APT for either case. If the above is not true, then
At becomes maximum or minimum at some Tae [t,-„ tj and p,(T„)
Therefore,

(P,,), _ T J

P, (0 dt
(E-2)

= P,(t,, + sa, T
Atj `- (p), i - (P,)„ IT + J o P,(T) - w.,I dT

(D-7)
s Ap,T +

Ip.(T) w„ dT

P,(t.,) = P,(t., ,) + a,

where AT = T, - t, . Suppose that AT - T12. Since p,(T) - w„ <_ Ap, for t,
s T s 7,, the equation is reduced to

Atj - Ap,T + Ap,AT - 3Ap,T (D-8)
Now, suppose that T12 < AT < T. Then,

J

w,I

T

.

(E-3)

Using these relations in the time domain expressions in Appendix B, the
following worst-case values are obtained:
-I', = i(a, - a , ,)T', Is,I `- Ap,T

(E-4a)

I, = '-z(a, , + a„ T)T--, IYJ `- Ap,T

(E-4b)

Ll, = i(2a,,

At = [(p,)„-, - (p,),, IT + 1(p,), -

and

+ a, a, ,)T, Iu,I s 2Ap, (E-4c)

(p,), - w„ '(a, - a, ,)T, I(P3)„ - tv,,I `- Ap, (E-4d)

(D-9)

(IT

0, , IT

The timing error (or buffer size ) calculation follows easily from equation
(D-4). Let t = I, , + AT, where 0 -- AT -- T:

_ [(p,), - (P,)„-,1T - [P, (T) - n J dT

-A,

IT

At = T[(p.),, , - (p,), I + ,"

Since p,(7) - w„I s Ap, for t„, + AT s 7 s t,,, the same bound (equation
D-8) is obtained:

Atj s Ap,T + Ap,(T - AT) s ;Ap,T .

(D-10)

Accordingly, the required receive buffer size at a traffic station is 3Ap,T, which
is twice the worst -case timing error.
The transmit buffer size may be calculated similarly and is given by 3Ap,T,
resulting in the total traffic station buffer size of (iAp,T.

[p,(T) - w„] dT

(E-5)
= AT(T + AT)a„_, + T' a„_, + T(T - 3AT)a„_,
The worst-case value is then
Atj <- AT(T + AT) AT' + 'T Ap, + (T - 3AT)Ap,
AP AT
T+ T Z AP,

(E-6)

Ap,T .

Appendix E.

Piecewise linear clock drift

A piecewise linear clock drift rate is characterized with the next equation:

p,(t) = P,(t, ,) + a„-,(t - t,

)

where t,_, s t s t, = tn_, + T and a„_,I s Ap,IT. Then,

(E-I)

Accordingly, the required buffer size is 4Ap,T for a piecewise linear clock
drift, i.e., 2Ap,T for transmit and receive sides.
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Appendix F.

Appendix G.

Quantization error analysis

Let AT be the delay incurred in transferring an incremental clock correction
to the satellite. (Assume that 0 - AT < T.) The clock correction in the nth
interval is characterized by the following function:

Let (p)„ _ ( pj. = 0 in Figure 2. Then.

S(z) _ -T(l z

Effect of delayed clock correction

,) [E(z) + I I +

S(z)]

(F-1)
w;,(t) _
_ -T(1 ,) [ E(zJ + T1 z

S(z)

where EL) is the Z-transform of e,,. Solving this equation for S(z) yields the
following solutions:

S(z) _ -TZ '(1 - z ')E(z)

(F-2a)

Y(z) _ - TZ. 'E(z)

(F-2b)

U(z) _ - z '(2 - z ')E(z) (F-2c)
W(z) = z '(1 - z ')E(z) (F-2d)
The quantization error is le„I - e/2 for a rounded number. The time domain
expressions and their worst-case values are given in the following:
s,, _ -T(e„-, - e„ ,), IsJ s eT

(F-3a)

Y, _ -Te,

(F-3b)

it , _ -2e „

vn - zeT
+ e,

l 3e
Hu r

2

(F-3c)

(F-3d)

"',, „ t„ , < t < t-, + AT
w,,, t„ ,+AT-t-t„

where It,, = w„-, + u,-, and t, = iT. The new long-term phase error then
becomes

s„ _ f" [p,(O - -,)(t)7 dt
AT )It" - AT
= TI(P.) (^.)w„ , T )1+'^

4IStl = 4

(G-2)

T[(p),-dw„ ,-(I-d)n,J
where d = AT/T is a normalized delay. The discrete system model shown in
Figure G-I is used to obtain the Z-domain expressions:

S(z) =

T(- z ')
DO R(z)

Y(z) = T(I - z
D(z)

-')

U(z) _ (2 - z -1)(I - z-')

-

(G-3a)
(G-36)

R(z)

D(z)

W(z) = z (D(z)z ) R(z)
The buffer requirement due to the quantization error can be calculated from
the equation in Appendix D:

(G-1)

R(z)

(G-3c)
(G-3d)

where D (z) = I - dz '(I - z 1)( 2 - z '). Before the corresponding time
domain expressions are derived , the stability analysis is performed.
The poles of the transfer functions are the roots of the following equation:

D(z) = I - dz '(I - z ')(2 - z ') = 0 . (G-4)

= 4T
(F-4)

Equation (G-4) can be rewritten as follows:

= 4T + e-,l

- 4eT .

z'-2dz2+3dz-d=0

(G-5)
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T-AT = Ld

Rlzl

+ q"' + (pq)',

(I +

4
v-)' 0.38197

(G-7)

Thus, the clock correction scheme becomes unstable if the updating delay
exceeds AT = 0.38197T, which is 9 hr, 8 min, and 31 s for T = 86,160 s (1
sidereal day).
To derive the time domain expressions, let a = p"' + q, ' and b = p"'
q19. First, term 1/D(z) is calculated as follows:

Figure G- 1. Discrete System Model for Delayed Clock Correction
D(z) (I - z,z ' )( I - z,z-')(1 - z,z
This third-order polynomial equation has the following roots:

Z' _

1
I + p '3 +

z,

A B + C
-zz.
,-' I -z,z' 1-z,z

(G-6a)

q„,

where

= 3
- zq„, + i--w, - q,
2

(G-6b)

1 _ zp'

Z' _

(G-6c)
1 - pr' - q' t, - (
2

(p1e - q,;,)

_ I (2 - a)2 + 3b2
A (1 - z,z; 9( 1 - z,z, ') 3(3a' + b2)

B =

1
(1 - Z'Z{')(l - Z,z{')
a + 1

3b(3a= + b2)

where i = V I and

LZo(2a - 1) + iV3(-a' + 2a + b2)]

C = complex conjugate of B .

^1 12
4
p d + F 27
1

4

A series expansion of the above equation results in the following form:

R(z)
D(z)

(Az; + Bz; + Cz,)z (p) z '
(G-8)

q 2 d d' 27

=>R„z
For a stable system, ^zkl _ I for I k < 3. It is obvious that Iz,l < I for 0
< d < 1. The stability conditions for the other two poles are

5 where p„ is given by
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(Az'I A + Bz' ` + Cz ,-`)( p.),

R'

01 = tan

(G-9a)

= (P, - 2[3,, + P, .)T

n,=

R, _

26(2a - I)
2

(G-12b)
(G-12c)

(G-9b)

)T

v,

+
al
[4b2(2a - U' + 3(-a' + 2a + h')'-]" (G-12a)
3b(3a ' + b)
V/3(-a' + 2a + b')

The parameter values are now expressed in terms of P,,:
s,
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2P,,- 3P.,-,+ P,,

(G-9c)

B, =tan
2 - a

(G-12d)

(G-9d)
These solutions are similar to those obtained earlier for nondelayed clock
correction, and the parameter bounds are determined by the worst-case value
of !P,, - P„ j, which is estimated in the following:

Since Cz A is the complex conjugate of Bz, A, the equation may be written as
follows:

(G-13)

-, + Bz= A + Cz;
(Az;
k

1)

k

11

(Az,-A

'h

p),

+ Bz_'-, + Czi A

)( p),

(G-10)

The increase in parameter bound, e, is plotted in Figure 4 as a function of
normalized delay, d, along with simulation results.

_ I (Az7, + Bz,-` + Cz',' `)[(PJ. - (P,), J
+ (Az? + Bzt + Cz;)(p,), .
If d < 0.38197 (or z,I, Fz,i, Iz,l < 1), the last term vanishes in the steady state.
Since A + B + C = 1, an upper bound of 1P, - P, I is given by

1^I + kAz, A + Bzi , + Cz,'-AI] P.
The first term Op„ is the basic error component resulting from the differential
clock drift rate, (p)„ - (p.),-„ of the nth interval. The second term is the
increase in timing inaccuracy due to the delayed incremental clock correction.
The worst-case parameter values will be increased by the amount determined
by this term relative to the nondelayed clock correction. Let e, denote the
normalized parameter increase, i.e.,
E„ = Z IAZi-, + Bz,''A + Cz

Let B = R, exp(i9,) and z, = R, exp(i(,). where
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A 120- Mbit/s 14-G11z regenerative
receiver for spacecraft applications
W. H. CHILDS , P. A. CARLTON, R. EGRI, C. E. MAHLE, AND A. E.
WILLIAMS
(Manuscript received December 3. 1980)

Abstract
An integrated 120-Mbit/s 14-GHz QPSK receiver, which is differentially
coherent, and its associated 14-GHz channel filter and vvr amplifier are
described. The weight, size. power requirements. and reliability of these
elements are consistent with those required for spacecraft applications. The
FET amplifier provides 65 dB of gain and establishes the required RI- power
level and signal-to-noise ratio. The channel filter provides in-band amplitude
shaping and adjacent channel rejection. Differentially coherent detection is
performed directly at 14 GHz. The DQPSK receiver uses all integrated construction and has 12 MiCS and 6 hybrid tcs in one enclosure. The required phasestable time-delay element is realized by using Mtc bandpass filters on silica
substrates. The necessary temperature compensation is provided by a transmission line in the undelayed path.
The measured bit-error rates (IERS) agree well with computer models of
differentially coherent QPSK detection. The results of this project demonstrate
the feasibility of onboard data regeneration in a digital satellite communications
system.

Introduction
Onboard data regeneration in a digital satellite communications
system is an attractive and rapidly developing option for future ss103
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IDMA systems. Application of a hard decision regenerative receiver on
the satellite isolates up- and down-link impairments II] and allows the
individual optimization of these two segments. These impairments
include up-link noise, co-channel and adjacent channel interference
(up-link), and satellite hand-limiting effects with resulting TWFA distortion. As is well known [I], [2], onboard data regeneration causes
the addition of up- and down-link HERS, whereas a conventional
transponder causes up-link noise, interference, and distortion to be
passed to the down-link signal. For a given HER, onboard data
regeneration allows a significant reduction of the required up- and
down-link energy per bit to noise density ratios (E„/N„) relative to those
required when a conventional transponder is employed in the satellite.
Finally, an SS-TDMA system with onboard regeneration will perform
the required switching at baseband 131 instead of at microwave
frequencies. The baseband processor will function similarly to a highspeed computer and could build down-link data streams with great
flexibility. It is believed that the ability to switch and route the original
data implies a system architecture which is significantly more flexible
than that provided by present SS-TDMA systems.
Spacecraft hardware must be reliable and lightweight, with minimum
power consumption. Coherent QPSK (eQPSK) receivers have complex
implementations, and their space application has always appeared
formidable. For this reason, interest has focused on DQPSK receivers
[41-[9]. in which the RF waveform is delayed one symbol time and
correlated with the present waveform. This approach eliminates the
need for carrier recovery and, if accomplished at RF, the requirement
for local oscillators and mixers. It is also compatible with SS-IDMA,
since only clock acquisition is required. The simplicity of DQPSK
detection in comparison to CQPSK detection is balanced by a performance penalty of approximately 2.5 dB. Nevertheless, analysis [I], [21
of a satellite system that employs it DQPSK up-link and a CQPSK downlink shows a significant performance advantage over a eQPSK link using
a conventional transponder.
Early efforts 141. 151, 17] were directed toward achieving a temperature-stable RF time delay. Since there are many 360° phase shifts
stored in the RF time-delay element, the phase shift at the input of the
QPSK demodulator can exhibit undesirable temperature sensitivity,
which in turn degrades the HER. (It is estimated that a 7° phase error
requires a 1-dB increase in E,,/N, to maintain a constant HER.) Two
delay technologies were developed: MIC filters on fused silica [4], 15],
[10] and transmission lines on high dielectric substrates [7], [111. Two
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methods of temperature compensation have been reported: passive
compensation with different substrate materials (Reference 7 with
refinements in Reference 12) and active compensation with a temperature-controlled electronic phase shifter [4]. A new temperature-compensated time-delay technique is reported in which time delay is
provided by Mlc filters on silica substrates and phase shift is compensated by the substrate material in the undelayed path. This approach
is believed to combine the best features of the earlier approaches: that
is, the MWc filters on silica provide less loss in a small area and the
passive substrate compensation is considered to he sufficiently reliable
for spacecraft applications.
Unlike conventional QPSK receivers in which signal filtering is
performed at an intermediate frequency, usually uiir, these concepts
necessitate filtering at 14 GHz. The channel bandwidth should be as
narrow as possible to maximize the transmission rate over the entire
band. Computer simulations and experiments at COMSAT Labs have
shown that bandwidth-symbol time (BT) products of 1.1 are practical,
if the channel filters are group delay equalized. (Reference 13 notes the
case of nonequalized filters.) The filter described provides flat group
delay, in-band amplitude shaping, and adjacent channel rejection. The
RFDQPSK detection described requires RF power levels of approximately
+ IO dBm. Depending on the particular link, this implies Rr gains of
50 to 70 dB at the front end of the transponder. The amplifier
demonstrates the capability of packaging large amounts of gain in
relatively small volumes.
It should be noted that this hardware is not flight qualified: however.
the reported realizations are feasibility models which would benefit
from additional development work. The major issues originally formulated and resolved are as follows: realization of a temperaturestable RF delay element, implementation of DQPSK detection in a large
MiC assembly, realization of the filtering function directly at 14 GHz,
and the realization of high gain amplification at 14 GHz. During initial
hardware development, it would have been impractical to achieve
immediate flight-worthy status: instead parameters that are significant
for actual spacecraft applications were determined in terms of weight
reduction, minimum power consumption, packaging. and reliability.

Regenerative transponder configuration
Figure 1 shows a possible configuration of a 6-channel regenerative
transponder. The amount and distribution of 14-GHz gain depends
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upon the details of the link, the power requirements of the DQPSK
demodulator, and the anticipated link fades which determine the
dynamic range. The major elements of this regenerative transponder
are the DQPSK receiver, the channel filter, the PET amplifier, and the
baseband processor. This paper is concerned with the microwave
elements (i.e., the DQPSK receiver, channel filter, and PEr amplifier).
The baseband processor is described in Reference 3. An advanced
system would employ many spot beams, resulting in a large number
of channel filters and DQPSK demodulators.
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Narrowband channel filters for regenerative receivers must combine
sharp out-of-band frequency selectivity with a rounded in-band response to minimize adjacent channel and intersymbol interference,
respectively. These specifications generate conflicting design requirements, and conventional elementary prototype filters cannot simultaneously achieve both specifications. To overcome these limitations, a
compound filter type was developed by using Bessel and elliptic type
bandpass filters in cascade. The rounded in-band amplitude response
and flat group delay are developed by the Bessel filter, and the sharp
out-of-band frequency selectivity by the elliptic filter.
A computer simulation program termed X-Chanip [14] was used to
"measure" channel degradation as the compound filter parameters
were adjusted within the constraints of the amplitude and group delay
specifications. It was found that a 4-pole 72-MHz bandpass Bessel
filter in cascade with a 6-pole 78-MHz bandpass elliptic filter caused
less than 0.4-dB degradation in the 4-phase 120-Mbit/s transmission at
a BER of 10 4. Both filters were made by using fundamental circular
waveguide dual-mode TE,,, technology [15], [16]; a ferrite waveguide
circulator was used between the filters to ensure a return loss better
than 20.0 dB. The measured transmission response is shown in Figure 2 and the measured group delay in Figure 3. The filter has physical
dimensions of 20 x 4 x 5 cm.
The current filter development was concluded at the breadboard
level. Well-known techniques for reducing weight and loss in these
filters could be applied in the future. Additional work could explore
the realization of the desired function in a single filter.

The communications characteristics of the up-link are determined
by the baseband filters, the nonlinearities of the transmit tube, the
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cause excessive degradations for the channel bandwidths of interest
(see Reference 13). Therefore, the primary consideration of the initial
filter modeling was to determine a practical filter realization for narrow
channel bandwidths (bandwidth-baud time product of 1. 1) when DQPSK
detection was used rather than CQPSK detection.
The initial work was carried out with only the receive filter as the
band-limiting element. Later. a 4-pole Butterworth filter with a bandwidth-baud time product of 1.5 was added as the transmit filter. The
results obtained in theory and in practice are not necessarily optimum
but are within a few tenths of a 1.113. More importantly, the ability to
achieve DQPSK detection in a channel bandwidth consistent with
commercial requirements was found to be realizable: link optimization
can be pursued later.

FET amplifier
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Figure 2. Measured Transmission Response of the Channel Filter
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Figure 4 is a photograph of the high-gain 14-GHz rt?T amplifier
(I1.4-cm length and 6.4-cm width). A 2-stage unit amplifier with low
input/output vswRs and flat gain was developed. The techniques used
in this amplifier design are described in References 17 and 18. The
characteristics of this amplifier were developed sufficiently so that tour
of these units could be cascaded as shown. The in-band amplitude
response shown in Figure 5 indicates that, over the 14.0- to 14.5-GHz
band, the gain is approximately 65 ± 0.5 dB. The out-of-band response
shown in Figure 6 evidences that the amplifier exhibits an extremely
well-behaved bandpass characteristic. The amplifier requires 3 W of
power (0.2 A at 15 V).

DQPSK receiver
20

14.220 14.250 14.280
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Figure 3. Measured Group Delay,for the Channel Filter
high-power transmit filter (if any), and the receive filter. This effort
was not concerned with a complete optimization of the link, which
was believed to be premature relative to the required hardware
developments and the existing understanding of DQPSK detection.
Initially, it was known that nongroup delay equalized filters would

A block diagram of the DQPSK receiver is shown in Figure 7. The 14GHz 120-Mbit/s waveform is divided into delayed and undelayed paths
by the second directional coupler. The delayed and the undelayed
waveforms are processed and mixed in the QPSK demodulator, thereby
recovering the original data. The temperature in the undelayed path
compensates for the temperature-induced phase changes in the delayed
path. The phase shifter is required to set the relative phase of the
delayed and undelayed waveforms at the input of the QPSK demodulator.

The narrow channel filter (BT -- 1.1) causes a significant envelope
variation in the QPSK waveform, which is detected by the directional
coupler/detector combination (Figure 7). Since the power spectrum of
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Figure 5. Measured In-Band Response at the /4-G/Iz, FLT Amplifier
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Figure 6. Measured Old-of-Band Respon se gl the 14-GHz FET
Amplifier
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Figure 7. Block Diagram of the DQPSK Receiver
this signal contains lines every 60 MHz [ 19], a 60-MHz bandpass filter
selects the waveform: the signal is then limited and phased for a midbit timing decision. The hard-limited-data waveforms and the recovered
clock signal are combined in the decision circuits where hard decisions
on the value of the data are performed. The two in-phase and quadrature
data waveforms and the clock are the output of the DQPSK receiver.
QPSK modulation causes the RF waveform to assume one of four
orthogonal phase values during the signaling interval. In differentially
coherent detection, the four information levels are recovered by
comparing the RF phase of the present interval to the RF phase of the
past interval. For the received data to be equivalent to the original
data, the original data must be differentially encoded using the algorithm

R, = d, + R,_,

A new method of time delay was developed for the integrated
receiver. The application of Mtc bandpass filters on fused silica
substrates, which are used as the time-delay element, is attractive.
since RF time delay is obtained in a small area with relatively low
losses. In addition, the silica material is quite stable, and compensating
for temperature is relatively easy. Temperature compensation is
achieved in the reference path with a simple microstrip line on alumina.
The temperature coefficient of the phase response characteristic is
much greater in alumina than in silica (approximately by a factor of 9).
Therefore, the time delay of the microstrip line on alumina can be
several times less than the time delay through the bandpass filters of
the delayed path, and still compensate for the temperature-induced
phase shifts of the delayed path. As a result, the net phase shift at the
QPSK demodulator is nearly temperature independent.
The design process leads to the selection of delay times through the
delayed and reference paths. The delay times that cause the net phase
shift to be independent of temperature are prescribed as follows:
T5

T =

[I - (a,Vrulat Vu)l

T -

TR (aDVPOIaOVGU)

T,1=T1,-T„

where T„ = time delay in the delayed path
T„ = time delay in the undelayed (reference) path
T,1 = required net time delay (16.7 ns for a 120-Mbit/s
system).

where subscript k refers to the signaling interval. The position of the
RF vector is described by R,, and d, is the value of the original data
where
R,,d,=0,1,2,3 .
The symbol, +, indicates modulo 4 addition. Differential encoding is
also commonly employed in coherent QPSK detection for ambiguity
resolution. It can be implemented quite simply in the modulator with
not more than two integrated circuits (20].

ao = temperature coefficient of phase change in the
delayed path (which must be measured)
a = temperature coefficient of phase change in the
reference path (which must be measured)
VP„ = phase velocity in the reference path
VT;, = group velocity in the reference path.
The above equations are obtained similarly to the derivations shown
in References 7 and 12.
For the 14-GHz 120-Mbit/s case, the delayed path should have a
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Figure 8. Measured Transmission Response of a Time-Delay Filter
19.0-ns delay and the reference path a 2.3-ns delay. Partitioning this
delay among four filters indicated a required delay of 4.7 as per filter.
The time delay of a prototype filter can he estimated in terms of its
element values and fractional bandwidth 1211. However, losses, dispersion, different odd/even phase velocities, and end-effect capacitances cause the actual time delay to differ from the simple theoretical
estimate. An accurate computer model of these effects is required to
realize a satisfactory design within a reasonable period of time.
Earlier computer models for edge-coupled microstrip lines have been
extended to include the effects of dispersion 1101, 1191, [222]. The filter
design is started using the simple time-delay estimate. Computer
simulations then indicate an initial time-delay correction of 5 to 10
percent. The bandwidth (or the number of poles) is adjusted accordingly
and the filter redesigned. The proper time delay, as predicted by
computer simulation, is normally obtained in two or three trials. The
resulting correlation between measured and simulated response is very
good. Representative results for a 13-pole Mlc filter on 0.4-mm-thick
silica are shown in Figures 8 (transmission response) and 9 (time
delay). The length of the microstrip line on alumina (the undelayed
path) is properly estimated using group velocity 171. [23].
The time-delay unit is shown in Figure 10. The delayed path is
realized with a cascade of four 12-pole MIC filters on 0.4-mm-thick
silica. The transmission response of the delayed path is shown in
Figure I I and the time delay in Figure 12. It can be seen that the 19-
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Figure 9. Measured Time Delay of a Time-Delay F
ns delayed path time delay is compensated by the 2.3-ns d
reference path so that the net delay is approximately 16.7 nl
time delay has a nominal ± 5-percent variation over apprc
400-MHz bandwidth. Although two separate time-delay
designs would be more than sufficient to cover the whol
bandwidth, a single design may also achieve this coverage

Extensive computer simulations and laboratory experir
shown that losses through the filters are determined by tI
delay time, the dielectric constant of the substrate materi
substrate thickness. Within certain bounds, losses are I
selecting materials with low dielectric constants and thick d
Given the substrate choice, the loss is fixed by the delay t
a certain number of poles and bandwidth will give approx
same loss as a different number of poles and bandwidth adjl
same time delay. Generally, the best procedure is to it
number of poles so that the working bandwidth of thI
assembly will exceed 250 MHz.
Figure I I indicates that the loss of the reported time-dela
is 19 dB at the center of the band (14.250 GHz). This loss is
with the available input powers (0 to + 10 dBm) and the
requirements of the QPSK demodulator (-20 to -25 dBm).
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Figure 10. Time-Delay Assembly

time delays or for lower input powers, this loss can be reduced by
using thicker substrates.
The required phase stability was achieved by mounting the silica
substrates in an Invar box (or carrier at the receiver level). The unit
shown in Figure 8 was subjected to repeated temperature cycles from
0°C to +40 °C with no more than 1 . 0 electrical degree net phase
variation.
QPSK demodulator
The QPSK demodulator is a key component for achieving theoretical
performance in a DQPSK receiver. The assembly performs orthogonal
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phase detection, hard limiting of the two resulting analog waveforms,
and a hard decision (using the recovered clock) of the waveforms. The
output is the original data in two 60-Mbit/s waveforms. Differential
detection at microwave frequencies creates novel phase detection
problems. since the RE power levels at the input lines of the QPSK
demodulator have a fixed ratio and are linearly related to the receiver
input power level. Since a limiting amplifier will further impair the
detection process (due to bandwidth restrictions prior to amplitude
limiting), the design goal was to achieve a receiver without limiting
amplifiers. To provide a sufficient dynamic range, the phase detectors
must function with varying power levels at both inputs. This is in
contrast to normal phase detector applications in which the power level
is fixed at one input and allowed to vary at the other arm. The phase
detectors were designed to function at low power levels (-25 to
-10 dBm) and to provide a minimum 15-dB dynamic range.
For reasons of weight, size, and reliability, realization of the DQPSK
receiver as a super-MIC assembly was considered mandatory. Conventional MIC QPSK demodulators have alternating RF inputs and IF outputs
that complicate the planar realization of a DQPSK receiver. A novel
QPSK demodulator that provides adjacent RF inputs and adjacent IF
outputs was invented for this application [24]. The two RF inputs are
shown on the left side of Figure 13. The RF processing circuits then
provide the proper power splitting and phasing to achieve the desired
orthogonal phase detection. This topology is realized by using two
cascaded 3-dB interdigitated couplers [25] to effect crossover of the
two RE signals. Figure 13 shows that the Rr processing network is
symmetrical which facilitates orthogonal detection.
The hybrid integrated circuit on the middle substrate provides signal
processing and a limited output; the remaining hybrid integrated circuit
(on the right of Figure 13) accepts two clock inputs and performs a
hard decision on the limited data. The QPSK demodulator as a unit is
topologically consistent with the requirements of a planar DQPSK
receiver.

I

I
I
0 0
(su^ AM30 3AU

Detected output versus input RE phase is shown in Figure 14. The
horizontal coordinate is the RE phase difference at the input of the
QPSK demodulator. The two vertical outputs are the ECU outputs of the
I and Q channels. These data were acquired for an RF power level of
- 15 dBm into each input of the demodulator and for a carrier frequency
of 14.250 GHz. These same characteristics can be achieved for input
RE power levels of -25 to - 10 dBm.
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Electronic phase shifter
The receiver utilizes an electronic phase shifter which provides the
proper phase difference value at the input of the QPSK demodulator.
This approach was found to be extremely convenient for laboratory
development. However, the flight hardware will probably require it
fixed-tuned unit which is under development.
The electronic phase shifter is a simple reflection type using varactor
diodes. Impedance matching causes a linear relationship between the
phase shift and the bias voltage (Reference 4 should be consulted for
details). Figure 15 shows the input carrier of the DQPSK receiver. The
electronic phase shifter is the upper right substrate.

Clock recovery
Clock recovery is achieved by filtering the detected envelope of the
14-GHz QPSK waveform. Envelope detection is accomplished with the
mlc shown on the left of Figure 15. A directional-coupler balanceddetector combination detects the envelope which, after buffering, is
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provided as an output. After filtering with a 2-percent, 5-pole, 60-MHz
filter, the signal is limited in the clock recovery module shown in
Figure 16 by the first hybrid tc on the left.
The time delay of the limited waveform can then be adjusted with
the middle two substrates of the module (Figure 16). This electronic
delay line is realized by placing seven ECL gates in cascade. A
multiplexer, which is set by a 3-bit code, then routes the signal through
the gates providing approximately 8 ns of delay in l-ns steps. This
circuit was subjected to extreme temperature variations with negligible
variations in the delay times.
The final circuit in the clock recovery module (on the right of Figure
16) buffers the clock for external output and for transfer to the decision
circuit.
DQPSK receiver construction
Figure 17 shows the integrated DQPSK receiver with dimensions of
23 x 15 x 2.3 cm. The four major subassemblies shown in Figures 10,
13, IS, and 16 are located in a single box with one input connector (14
GHz) and three output connectors (two data outputs and clock).
A high level of integration is achieved in the following manner. After
fabrication , the MILS and hybrid ics are permanently attached to their
carriers. The four major subassemblies are temporarily installed in test
fixtures. The time-delay element is tested for time delay, transmission
response , and return loss. The QPSK demodulator assembly is tested
for proper functioning of the hybrid Ics and for orthogonality in the
QPSK phase detection . The input carrier is tested for phase control,
power split, and envelope detection . The limiting feature and the clock
skew 6-bit control of clock recovery module are also tested.
After unit testing is successful , a preliminary DQPSK receiver is
assembled by interconnecting the subassemblies in their test fixtures.
Initially, the clock is "hard - wired ," and the first PER data are obtained.
If this step is satisfactory, then the recovered clock is substituted for
the hard- wired clock and the clock skew is properly set. The measured
PER with recovered clock is expected to be equivalent to the sea
testing with the hard- wired clock.
Following successful preliminary integration , the subassemblies are
removed from their test fixtures and installed in the integrated enclosure. The substrates are interconnected with gold ribbon . Conventional
wiring is performed in the understory of the box.
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Figure 17. DQPSKReceiver

Measured bit error rates
The measured BER data for the integrated DQPSK receiver shown in
Figure 18 were obtained for a 120-Mbit/s rate at 14.255 GHz and for
an BE power level of approximately +10 dBm. Figure 18 shows HER
versus Eh/N„ for ideal CQPSK. ideal DQPSK, as well as for a computer
simulation 12] and the measured case. The computer simulation uses
the measured characteristics of the baseband and the channel filters.

Conclusions
The integrated DQPSK receiver and channel filter demonstrates the
ability to achieve good performance in a hardware form suitable for
possible large-scale applications on board commercial communications
satellites. The measured and simulated HERS are in good agreement,
demonstrating that band-limiting effects for DQPSK detection can be
modeled with confidence. The realization of the nQPSK receiver as a
super-Mic assembly is achieved without bench alignment or tuning:
this "as printed" performance is due to superior unit performance and
integration techniques. The realization of the FFr amplifier demon-
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Abstract
The paper presents analytical first- and second-order solutions describing
the locus of feed positions in an offset Cassegrain antenna that produces best
focusing for an a priori scanned beam direction. While the analysis is confined
to beam scanning in the symmetry plane, the method is applicable to scanning
in any direction as well as to other dual reflector antennas such as the offset
Gregorian. First, the locus of feed positions that yields a chosen beam direction
is determined. Then, the optimum position along this locus is found by
minimizing the phase error with respect to the beam direction. 1'he solutions
can be represented in closed form in terms of the geometrical parameters of
the antenna.
The first-order solution yields an optimum straight line along which the feeds
should be located; the second-order solution yields a curved locus which was
found to be a hyperbola for all of the cases considered. Computer analysis of
several specific offset Cassegrain configurations confirms that the described
*This paper is based upon work performed at COMSAT Laboratories under

the sponsorship of the International Telecommunications Satellite Organization
(INTELSAT).
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solutions provide better scanned beam performance as compared. for example,
with the more conventional approach of transversely displacing the feed
normal to the axis of a cone subtending the subreflector.

Introduction
The conventional offset-fed parabola has been the mainstay of
frequency reuse communications satellite antennas because it provides
a relatively simple means of producing multiple shaped beams with
low sidelobes by using a number of feeds in the focal region and
because its aperture can be made largely free of blockage [11-14]. The
trend in such antenna systems is toward larger apertures and more
closely spaced , isolated beams. For example, the 4-GHz offset parabola
of the INrE LsAT IV-A satellites 12] has an aperture of 1.34 m: it is
expected that the diameter for the planned INrELSA I vi 4-GHz antenna
will be greater than 3 m. To minimize the degradation of the scanned
beams distributed over the ± 9° field of view of the earth as seen from
geostationary orbit , the scanning limitations [5 ] of a single offset
reflector require the focal length and the size of the feed array to
increase with the aperture diameter.
Offset dual reflector antennas are receiving increased attention for
multiple-beam applications because their folded geometry may offer
packaging advantages . Also, the additional degree of freedom implied
by the use of a second reflector surface may permit improved beam
forming and polarization properties compared with those of single
offset reflectors 161-[9].
The offset Cassegrain antenna, consisting of offset sections of a
paraboloidal main reflector and a hyperboloidal subreflector, is a
candidate for spacecraft applications . It also has potential application
as an earth station antenna which can access several satellites in
geostationary orbit with a single aperture.

To assess the beam scanning performance limitations of this type of
antenna, it is first necessary to determine the optimum location of the
feed as it is displaced from the focus to produce a given off -axis beam
direction. Unfortunately , the problem of the optimum feed position
has not received extensive attention in the literature . For a single
symmetrical paraboloid , it has been shown 1101 that the feed should
be located on the so-called Petzval surface, which is a paraboloidal
surface tangent to the focal plane and having a focal length which is
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one-half that of the reflector. Large lateral feed displacements in a
symmetrical parabolic reflector have been studied [11] and Mrstik [12]
has used numerical methods to investigate the optimum feed positions
for the symmetrical paraboloid antenna. The optimum plane of the
feed displacement for the offset paraboloid antenna is discussed in
Reference 5. Ohm [13]. using numerical analysis, implies that the feed
locus for a particular offset Cassegrain antenna should be a spherical
surface but provides no justification for this choice and no general
results applicable to other antenna parameters. Wong [14] suggests
that the equivalent parabola technique can be used to evaluate the
beam scanning performance of a Cassegrain antenna for up to four
beamwidths of scan. However, this technique loses its validity for
large scan angles and specifically does not apply to other offset dual
reflectors such as the offset Gregorian design [151. In fact, it has been
pointed out [16] that dual reflector antennas tend to be limited in
absolute angle of scan rather than in scan expressed in units of the
beamwidth.

This paper provides an analytical solution describing the optimum
feed locus for the 2-dimensional case of beam scanning in an offset
Cassegrain antenna. The 2-dimensional case assumes beam scanning
in the plane of symmetry, which is also the plane of offset, and
minimizes phase error only in the plane of symmetry. The analysis
method can be extended to arbitrary scan directions as well as to other
dual reflector geometries 117-181. The solution to be described involves
the assumptions of ray optics, beam scanning in the plane of symmetry.
and small feed displacement.
Description of the problem
The geometry of an offset Cassegrain antenna is shown in Figure 1.
The focal point F, is common for both reflectors and the origin of the
Cartesian coordinates coincides with the second hyperboloid focus F,.
A point source feed is assumed, which implies that all rays are radiated
from a point. The source is located in the vicinity of the coordinate
origin in the yz-plane, which is the plane of symmetry of both reflectors
and also the plane of offset. The boundary of the subreflcctor is formed
by the intersection of a hyperboloid and a cone with the vertex at the
origin. The axis of the cone makes an angle 0, with the z-axis, and 6,
is the half-angle of the cone (as shown in Figure 1). It is easy to show
that the projection of the contour on the xy-plane is an ellipse. If the
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The rays can be traced in the symmetry plane to find the locus giving
a specified beam direction. Consider any ray which is radiated by a
point source at Q(0, v0. z0) (see Figure 1) and in the rz-plane. Assume
that it strikes the hyperboloid at point P,(0, y,. z). The direction of the
ray is given by the unit vector
vU) + G(z1 -

(I)

where L, is the distance between Q and P,:
Li = V(y, - Yo)2 + (z, - Z„)2 . (2)

In accordance with the laws of geometrical optics, the ray is reflected
by the subreflector surface, strikes the main reflector at point P,(0, 1,2,
z,), crosses over and intersects the aperture plane at some point R(0.
Y31 z3). The total path length of the ray between the source point and
the aperture point is
(APERTURE

LL,

where L , _ V(Y, - + (z; -

(3)

:q_,)2

, i = 1.2, 3 . (4)

Figure 1. Antenna Geometry

cone vertex is shifted from the focus of the reflector, the projection of
the contour on the xy-plane in the general case will be pear-shaped.
The geometric size of the main reflector is not restricted, since it
depends on the source location. It can be selected last with due
consideration of all possible source locations. It is assumed that all
rays reflected by the subreflector are intercepted by the main reflector.
Solution of the problem

The total path lengths of rays which strike the upper and lower
points of the primary reflector are L„ and L,, respectively; the ycoordinates of the points where they intersect the aperture plane are
y„ and y,; and L, and y, are functions of the antenna parameters and
also of the feed position. If the feed is located at the focus, the upper
and lower rays arrive at the aperture plane with equal path lengths. If
the source is located away from the focus, the path lengths are
different. For a small beam scan angle, produced by small feed
displacement. it is possible to write approximately

The solution of the problem consists of finding

a=

(5 )

Y„ - YI

a. the loci of feed positions that yield specific beam directions,
b. the locus that yields minimum aperture phase error.
The intersection of these two loci is the optimum feed position for a
specified beam direction.

L,, - Li

(see Figure 2). For small feed displacement, the following series
expansions hold:
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where R = ?, + zo = feed displacement from focus
F,, = focal length of the hyperboloid.
Introducing equations (6) and (7) into equation (5) for the upper and
lower rays yields the feed locus for a constant beam scan angle
E A , -A
n,-I k

(8)

-n

The coefficients A,,k have been found in closed form directly in terms
of the parameters of the offset reflector and are represented explicitly
in Appendix A. Equation (8) can be easily solved for v„ in terms of z0.
a, and A,,,,,, and the equation for the constant beam direction feed
locus can be written as
Y° = f (Z°, a, A,,,.A)

(9)

For the first-order approximation (v = 1), the locus is a straight line.
Figures 3 and 4 show loci of the constant beam direction for a few

Figure 2. Definition of the Beam Scan Angle

L = L'° E E C,nk Y0
m-°k-0

(6)

Z0 , - k

r.kyuzn

A

(7)

where L101, y"" are the values of L and y when the feed is positioned
at the focus . Now, consider two cases:
a. v = I for the first-order approximation, corresponding to
RIF,, < < I;
b. v = 2 for the second - order approximation , corresponding to
(RIF,,)2 << I ;

beam scan angles and the same set of antenna parameters but with two
different paraboloid focal lengths: F„ = 1407, and F,, = 100X. All
antenna parameters are displayed on Figures 3 and 4. The first
approximation is shown by a dotted line, and the second approximation
by a solid line. Both lines intersect at some point, and the angle
between them diverges with increasing absolute value of scan angle.
Comparing these loci indicates that, to achieve the same scan angle,
the feed should be moved farther from the focus for the larger
paraboloid focal length.

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the accuracy of the constant beam scan
angle loci for both approximations as verified by computer pattern
analysis of the specific offset reflector geometries. The feed is moving
along the y-axis, and the figures represent the accuracy in beam
pointing vs scan beam angle. For example. for F„ = 140k and a -5°
scan beam angle, the first-order approximation gives an error of about
1.4°, while the error for the second-order approximation is only 0.06°.
To derive the optimum feed locus in the 2-dimensional case, the arc
of the angle subtended by the subreflector from the focus (26,) is
divided into n increments. On the arc in the yz-plane, there are
n - 1 points. Straight lines through these points and the focal point
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e1= 28.65°

-4- 8 02= 17.190

--FIRST ORDER
APPROXIMATION
-SECOND ORDER
APPROXIMATION
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APPROXIMATION -4+
-SECOND ORDER
APPROXIMATION
-12

Figure 4. Constant Beam Direction Loci for F„ _ 1001.

0(10)

-201-

B2
n

Figure 3. Constant Beam Direction Loci for F„ = 1401`

would intersect the subreflector in n - I points. The rays can be
1 raced from the feed to those points, and then to the main reflector and
aperture plane. Consider the antenna under investigation as the sum
of n small antennas, each separated by any two adjacent rays. The
rays which are reflected from the upper and lower points of the
subreflector are also included. The results obtained in the first step of
the solution can be used for every small antenna after the following
substitutions:

where in is the number of the ray (I < m < n).
The directions produced by each small antenna are generally different, but it is possible, for any beam pointing direction, to find the feed
position which minimizes their difference. That is, the scan angle for
every small antenna is denoted by a,,,,,, where in indicates the number
of the subsequent antenna, and the constraint is
G(y, z°) =lime (a - cxr}
n„-1 )11
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The constraint G(y(,, zo ) consists of simple trigonometric and algebraic
functions , and the summation in equation ( 11) can be performed so
that G(y(,, zo) can be easily written in closed form [ 19]. The optimum
feed position of the feed satisfies the conditions

----FIRST ORDER
-SECOND ORDER
1 ma-04

FPIA=140 01= 28.65°
FPIFH=3.5 02= 17.19°
BIFH=0.25

3'v.zo,W)

Qi(yo, zo, µ) = 0

av,
0J(Y,, zo, I.)

07,C)

= Q2(vo, Zo, W) =

0 .

(13a)
(13h)

Elimination of µ in equations (13a) and (13b) leads immediately to an
analytical form of the optimum locus for the feed position
Beam Scan Angle
Figure 5. Accuracy Comparison for the Constant
,
F„
=
140k
Both
Approximations
Loci for

E E I,,,.AYV,d'

0,

v = 1, 2 (14)

'-1 A-0

where the coefficients 1,,,,k are found in closed form (see Appendix B).
As previously stated, v = I corresponds to the first-order approxi-

I

Comparison for the Constant Beam Scan Angle
Figure 6. Accuracy
for
Both Approximations, F„ _
Loci

where a is given by equation (8). The solution of the problem is subject
to the restriction that the feed is also located on the locus of the
constant beam direction [equation (9)]; therefore, the function which
is to be minimized is
I(Yo, zo, I.) = G(Yu, zo) + µ[Yu -f,(zo, a, A,.,, k)]
where µ is a Lagrangian multiplier.

(12)

mation, which is a straight line, and v = 2 corresponds to the secondorder approximation. Figure 7 represents both approximations of the
optimum locus and constant beam direction loci for a few angles
for the set of parameters F„ = 100X, F„ = 2.SF,,, B = 0.25F,,,
0, = 28.65°, 0, = 17.19°, where h'is the focal length of the main
reflector, F„ is the focal length of the subreflector, and B is half the
distance between two vertices of the hyperboloid.
There is also a straight line which is normal to the axis of the cone
subtended by the subreflector as seen from the focus (dotted line).
Figures 8-11 compare the patterns in the plane of symmetry for several
feed positions on the constant beam direction loci and a few specific
values of scan angle (±4° and -6°). It can be seen that positioning the
feed at the optimum (second order) locus results in the narrowest main
beam, the lowest sidelobes, and the deepest nulls. A dual mode circular
waveguide (Potter horn) with radius a = 2.3X is used as the feed. To
minimize spillover, the waveguide axis is chosen to bisect the angle
subtended by the subreflector as seen from the feed position, The feed
aperture polarization is oriented along the x-axis. The first-order
"optimum" locus position is not as good as the second-order approximation, but is better than other positions that give the same beam
pointing.
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Figure 12 depicts the scanned beams for the feed displaced along the
optimum locus of the second-order approximation, Figure 13 shows
the scanned beams for the feed displaced along the optimum locus of
the first-order approximation, and Figure 14 shows the effect of moving
the feed along a line normal to the axis of the cone subtending
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the subreflector. The feed is a Potter horn with radius a = 3.1k.
Figure 15 compares the beam performance in the scan plane for the
Cassegrain antenna with parameters given by Ohm 1131. A Potter horn
with radius a = 2.31` was used as the feed. While the gains and crosspolarization levels of the two beams are similar, it can be seen that the
optimum feed position produces a sharper beam (deeper nulls) than
the feed position implied in Reference 13.
Canonical form of the second- order approximation of
optimum locus
A new coordinate system will be introduced which is formed by
rotating the old system around the x-axis at an angle
= 0.5 tan 2I,,, I,,

(15)

where the coefficients 1,,,, k = 0, 1, 2 are defined in Appendix B. The
optimum locus can easily be written in canonical form in the new
coordinate system (x', v', z'):
(z - zY + (Yo - Y^)2 _ I

(16)

d:, d,
R''
where d:, = A

(17)

R2

R2=0.25 A_+A+) (19)

U.
A- = 122 + 1,.,, +

cos (2(^ )

[12.E

120

- 1„ tan (2(^) (20)
2
1

C = (1,., tan 4 + 1,.0) cos (21)
D = (1, - 1,,, tan 4) cos (b (22)
C
Z, 2A-

(23)

9P
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(24)

The vertex of the locus coincides with the origin in the cv, v, z)
coordinate system where the first - and second - order solutions intersect
and the y'-axis is parallel to the first-order approximation locus, which
is a straight line only if
121
/_II-h, l;0-li.1

(25)

Equation ( 16), which represents the second-order line, could be a
hyperbola or an ellipse depending on the sign of the ratio d /d,,. (A
circle is a special case of an ellipse. ) For all sets of parameters studied,
the sign was found to be minus: therefore, the locus is a hyperbola
(see, for example, Figure 7). That ratio was also calculated for several
other sets of antenna parameters:
0.1_(30.6 I<

F
h' ,
_ °<160
' 4 80<

h„

In every set of antenna parameters the sign was minus, i.e., the
optimum locus was a hyperbola.

Conclusions
The optimum feed position in offset Cassegrain antennas has been
found in analytical form directly in terms of the reflector parameters
for a priori specified beam directions and 2-dimensional beam scanning
in the plane of symmetry. The results have been verified using computer
analysis of the far-field patterns. The method which was developed
can be extended to other dual reflector antennas and to general beam
scanning in any direction.
The results can be applied to the design of multibeam and shaped
beam antenna systems. Locating the cluster of feeds on the optimal
feed loci permits the sharpest beams and minimum scan loss, which
can contribute to the formation of shaped beams with high isolation
between closely spaced shaped beams. Furthermore, based on the
optimum feed locus, it is possible to assess the ultimate scanned beam
performance that can be achieved with a conventional offset Cassegrain

0
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antenna. This knowledge then provides a sound basis for exploring
alternative microwave optics approaches to multiple-beam antennas.
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Appendix B. Analytical expression of the
coefficients used in the optimum feed
locus presentation
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Solar absorptance degradation of the
CONSTAR satellite centimeter-wave
beacon thermal radiators
N. L.

HYMAN

(Manuscript received December 11, 19811)

Abstract
The centimeter wave beacons on the COMSTAR satellites have heat-rejecting
radiators of silver-under-quartz optical solar reflectors (OSRS). Constant internal
power dissipation, well-defined solar exposure, and reliable temperature
telemetry have permitted accurate derivation of the increase in their solar
absorptance (a,). Each of three satellites has provided more than 2 years of
data [5,500 to 6,000 equivalent sun hours (ESH) in synchronous orbit]. Methods
of data collection, reduction, and interpretation are presented. A dependence
of a, upon solar incidence angles greater than 15° off-normal was discovered.
Rates of increase in a, are constant after the first year, varying from 0.012 to
0.021 per year among radiators. Prediction error is estimated to be less than
5 percent. The larger a, degradation rate of one set of radiators may be due
to inadequate cleaning of surface contamination resulting from 2-year storage.

Introduction
The genesis of this paper can be found in the concluding sentence
of Reference 1, which describes the COMSTAR beacon thermal and
structural design: "Mirror degradation is ... an area of prime concern,
159
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and monitoring of mirror degradation will continue throughout the life
of each beacon."
The osR mirror of the beacon thermal radiators serves as the basis
for many other satellite temperature control systems because of its
low solar absorptance ( as) and a relatively low rate of a, increase.
Some flight experiments for measuring as of thermal control coatings
have indicated no change for the OSR during 1,580 FSH [2) and up to
2,800 ESH [3]. The sample coatings probably avoided surface contamination before and after launch , agreeing with laboratory a, measurements of pristine osR samples exposed to radiation and particulates.
One flight experiment , however , revealed probable post-launch contamination with an initial OSR a, significantly greater than laboratory
measurement , followed by an appreciable increase during the first year
[4]. Also, higher-than - predicted and increasing temperatures from
satellites with OSR radiators have aroused strong suspicion of appreciable a, increase initiated by contaminants or differential electrostatic
arc discharge [5[-[7].

The beacon experiment investigates microwave propagation ; original
objectives did not include a study of the radiator ' s thermal coating.
However , in one respect , the beacon can serve as a coatings experiment
more practical and valuable than dedicated flight experiments . It more
closely represents large OSR radiators which are not subject to the
extreme control , care, and cleaning given to sample coatings. Temperature sensors within the beacon were provided for experiment
performance evaluation . Their use for determining the increase of a,
with time was facilitated by their measurement accuracy , constant
internal power dissipation , a superinsulated package, and well-defined
solar flux incidence.

This paper describes the procedures for predicting as degradation
from temperature telemetry data and presents the results as a 2-year
a, profile for the 28 - GHz beacon radiators on COMSTAR D-l, D-2, and
D-3. The phenomena which cause degradation will not be discussed,
nor will procedures for applying the results to radiator design under
different orbital environments . The greatest impediment to utilizing
the results is not prediction inaccuracy , which is very low, but the
large and not thoroughly understood differences in the degradation
rate among radiators.
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Beacon thermal characteristics
The beacon package as a means for OSR as measurement can be
described as a radiator surface of OSRs attached to a baseplate, upon
which are mounted components that produce uniformly distributed
constant heat dissipation. The radiator surface views only the diurnal
sun. Heat flow other than that through the radiator is negligible due to
a superinsulation blanket covering all nonradiator surfaces and a low
conductance mounting to the satellite mast.
Heat dissipation is 30 -t 3 W per package and is practically constant
with time. Figure I shows the radiator surface normal 15° north of the
equatorial plane, an attitude which excludes radiative input from
satellite surfaces and results in a yearly exposure of 2,580 ESH. The
exposed surface is a 26 x 44-cm rectangle, 98 percent covered by
2.54-cm-square OSRS bonded to the aluminum honeycomb substrate
with DC93-500 adhesive. The OSR is 0.02-cm-thick Corning 7940 fused
silica with a deposited silver backing protected by a dielectric overcoat.
Absorptance change calculation
Within the nonisothermal beacon package, the temperature of a
telemetry sensor does not necessarily follow the average temperature
of either the radiator or the heat-generating components. In the
following equation describing heat balance for an entire package,
temperatures are effective averages:
Qil + Q(t) + Aa,F(t) - AeaT? = MCT (1)

where Q,, = total internally dissipated power, constant with time
Q(t) = net heat input from external sources other than via the
radiator, a function of time
A, e = radiator area and emittance (A = 1,120 cm2, e = 0.78,
assumed constant)
F(t) = incident solar flux, a function of time
MC = total package thermal capacitance (MC = 4045 W-s/
°C for 28-GHz package)
T„ T, = effective average temperatures for the radiator surface
and total package.
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Simplification is realized by considering only temperature extremes.
Near maximum temperature, telemetry data reveal a very slow change,
approximately 0.1°C over 1 hour. Thus, it can be assumed that the
temperature extremes T,,,°x and T,,ma, occur simultaneously with the
sensor temperature extreme T,,,°x. When dTIdt = 0, T,,,,,,x and T...
differ by an amount, AT,, which is assumed to be the same throughout
the year, and for all values of a,. Equation (I) can therefore be put in
the form
Qd + Q(t) + Aa,F(t) - AED(Tr„x + AT, = 0 (2)
The relationship between changes in and a, can be obtained by
differentiating equation (2):

dQ(t) + Aa,dF(t) + AF(t)du, - 4A€u(2 nax + AT,) dTm°x = 0 . (3)

(WITHOUT INSULATION BLANKETS)

NOON SOLAR VECTORS
AT

+z
15°

SUMMER SOLSTICE
MAY 1 and AUGUST IO

^ EQUINOX

WINTER SOLSTICE
RADIATOR SURFACE NORMAL

Figure 1. Beacon-on -COMSTAR Geometry

Finding a simple relationship between da, and dTm°x is complicated
by unknown AT,, and Q(t) and F(t) which vary throughout the year at
times of T,,,°x. The incident solar flux can be accurately determined as
a function of time; the net heat flow through insulation blanket and
mast attachment hardware, although relatively small, presents a difficult challenge.

Because of the difficulty in estimating dQ(t) and AT, in equation (3),
a 14-node analytical thermal model, which accounts for all components
of Q(t) and simulates a AT, effect with a resistance between the sensor
and radiator, was used for Au, predictions. This model was developed
after flight temperatures became available, making it possible to refine
properties such as thermal mass and sensor-to-radiator resistance, and
to include second-order effects such as solar reflection from the
insulation hump covering the mast.
Many computer runs using this model to predict daily temperature
profiles throughout the year with various as were graphically compiled
into "working curves" such as those of Figure 2, which are applicable
to the D-2 and D-3 28-GHz packages, with Qd = 32 W. Another set
of similar curves with Qd = 29 W was used for the D-l 28-GHz
package.* The bottom curve is based on a constant as = 0.13, an
*This procedure was initially applied only to the 28-GHz package because,
soon after the D-1 launch, power in the 19-GHz package dropped due to a
current supply malfunction; treatment of temperature data from 19-GHz
packages is described later.
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A 26-month history of maximum temperatures of the D-3 28-GHz
package is shown in Figure 3, along with the prediction for a, = 0.13.
The three as vs time curves of Figure 4 were derived from maximum
temperature telemetry, working curves such as those in Figure 2, and
equation (4).

SENSITIVITY OF MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE TO o, CHANGE

MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE FOR CONSTANT.,.013

40
3B

JAN FEB
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AUG

SEP
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Figure 2. Predicted Maximum Diurnal Temperature Characteristics
of 28-GHz Beacon on COMSTAR D-2 and D-3: 32 W Dissipation

approximate median; those at the top present the sensitivity of Tm°, to
a, change, aT/aa_t, which varies with day of year and a, magnitude.
A predicted a, for a particular day is thus
a,, = 0.13 +

T.I. - T„ r

8Tlaa

(4)

where Tma, = maximum telemetry sensor temperature
TIP, =predicted maximum with a, = 0.13
aT/aas = a value from the curves based upon the previously
derived a,.
The random error introduced by this graphical data reduction process
is acceptably small, estimated to be ±0.02° for temperature and 2
percent for aT/aa,*. This is equivalent to an uncertainty of approximately I percent in Aa,/yr calculations.

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

Figure 3. 28-GHz Beacon on COMSTAR D-3: History of
Telemetered Maximum Daily Temperature and Predicted Maximum
Temperature for a, = 0.13

Constant power dissipation
Since beacon maximum temperature is a function not only of a, but
of internal power dissipation, an accurate measure of Q,,, unavailable
from telemetry, is essential for precise a, determination. The 29 and
32 W used for the working curves were estimated from telemetered
minimum temperatures. Some uncertainty in Q,, magnitude is acceptable for predicting change in a,; differences in Q,, would merely shift
the a,, vs time curves of Figure 4 vertically without noticeably affecting
shape or slope.

A constant Q,, can be confirmed by examining the history of
telemetered minimum temperature. Applying equation (2) to a minimum
when F(t) = 0 yields
4

*For an as, different from 0.13, the correct 8T/da, is an effective average
corresponding to an a, between a„ and 0.13. The greater the difference
between a„ and 0.13, the greater the possible error in estimating 3TIaa, from
the series of curves.

Qe = A€cr (Tm;° + AT,) - Q(t)

(5)

where AT, is the constant temperature difference between TN,1, and
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Figure 5. COMSTAR D-I 28-GHz Beacon Minimum Temperature
History
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Figure 4. 28-GHz Beacon OSR Absorptance vs Time on COMSTAR
D-l, D-2, and D-3

including that from D-2 and D-3, are contained in a ±0.2°C band (most
within ±0.1°C). This variation cannot be fully explained by effects of
a, increase (calculated with obtained from the thermal model
and Aa, from Figure 4); it must also be attributed to Q,, variation. To
determine the effect of AQd on Da„ it is assumed that T varies only
because of AQ,,; the apparent change in a, from a change in Qd is
expressed as

aTo°,laQd
Da, = aTma. /aas -

aTm.laQ,l

(7)

The partial derivatives arc estimated from thermal model results and
yield Aa, = (0.004/°C)ATm;,,.

Tr,,,;°. Since temperature does not decay to a steady-state minimum,
independent of the temperature level at which cooldown began, T°,I„
becomes a weak function of T,,,°„ or a,.
Because Q(t) is a complex function of sun attitude, difficult to
predict, the most practical use of equation (5) is with atime displacement
of exactly I year and equal Q(t). Thus, over a one-year interval,
assuming that AT, = 0 and neglecting the effect of variable a,

A change of 0.2°C in Tm;° (corresponding to a AQd of 0.085W, or 0.3
percent) means an apparent a, change of 0.008. Thus, if Qd is assumed
constant, a maximum uncertainty in Aa, per year ranging from 3.8 to
6.4 percent is introduced. This is acceptably low for this study;
therefore, a constant Qd is assumed.

AQd = AEffAT4_ . (6)

The limited data of Reference 1, from launch to late October 1976,
indicated as increasing at a rate of 40 percent per year. The solid
curves of Figure 4 show that this alarming conclusion resulted from an
observation time span which covered the rising portion of an unex-

Minimum temperature history of the D-I 28-GHz package is plotted
in Figure 5. The year-to-year variation is remarkably low; all data,

Effect of solar incidence angle
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petted cyclic phenomenon. All curves show an abrupt linear rise in a,
beginning at autumnal equinox and an equally sharp decay ending at
vernal equinox. In a 2- to 3-month intermediate time, a, increases at
a fairly constant rate equal to the rate during the half-year from vernal
to autumnal equinox. Since a c degradation is a monotonically increasing
phenomenon [8], these anomalous steep cyclic decreases, and corresponding increases, deserve explanation.
The wide seasonal variation in solar incidence angle near local noon
suggests the influence of the phenomenon of increasing a, with
decreasing incidence angle, a, approaching unity at grazing angles [9].
Integrating sphere spectroreflectometer measurements were made on
an OSR sample at 20° (assumed the same as normal) and 40° (the
maximum near local noon). The measured a, increase of 0.005 (0.061
to 0.066) explains most of the increase observed on the D-2 and D-3
28-GHz radiators and about half that on the D-1.

An estimate of a, variation with effective incidence angle was
obtained by first assuming a linear a, vs time relation for normal
incidence from autumnal to vernal equinox, following the curves'
general slope after excluding sharp increases and decreases. The
difference in a, between this line and the original, higher profile was
assumed to be the increase due to angle-of-incidence effects. A
correlation of this Aa, with the seasonal incidence angle at local noon
is not equivalent to a controlled laboratory measurement with fixed
vectors, because of the superimposed diurnally changing solar vector.
Errors are not expected to be appreciable, however, since incidence
angle changes are gradual in the vicinity of local noon (e.g., during the
3 hours centered at noon, winter solstice, the change is only 6°).
Figure 6 shows a, difference as a function of the angle between the
noon solar and surface normal vectors. The D-2 and D-3 profiles are
almost congruent and are close in slope to the spectroreflectometer
measurements. No explanation of the larger slope of D-I can be
offered. Based on the realistic appearance of the data in Figure 6, it
is reasonable to conclude that the dashed lines between September
and March in Figure 4 represent as vs time "corrected" to normal
solar incidence.
Yearly fractional change in a,

0,01

L ENVELOPES CONTAIN ALL DATA POINTS

0.008

D-3

0,006

0.004
/ FROM 2 OPTICAL as
/ MEASUREMENTS
/ (INTEGRATING SPHERE
/ SPECTROREFLECTOMETER)

0.002

1
10
ANGLE OF SOLAR INCIDENCE, DEG
BETWEEN NOON SOLAR AND SURFACE NORMAL VECTORS)

Figure 6. Effective Absorptance as a Function of Noon Angle of
Solar Incidence on 28-GHz Beacon Radiator

_ AeQT4 - Q
US AF(t)

(8)

where Q° is a net heat flow rate, a sum of Q, and Q(t).
Rewriting equation (5) and again neglecting the temperature difference between the sensor and radiator at the time of minimum temperature yields
Q, = A€QT°°;,,

(9)

Equation (2) can be rewritten disregarding the difference between
If it is assumed that Q , at minimum temperature
equal
the sensor and radiator average temperature: maximum temperature (
si ncce almost all o of f Q Q, „ is he
the con nstant dissipat ion
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032

Q,,), equations (8) and (9) can be combined as follows:

020
ED
US F(t)(Tmax - I ova)

(10)

If the application of this equation is restricted to two points in time
exactly 1 year apart, when the solar vectors F(t) are equal, differentiating yields
Tmax. - TFa,
'maxi - T4-

where Tmax, and T,Aax, are maximum temperatures separated by I year,
and Ta1;° represents the approximately equal minimums at both times.

Equation (11) was applied to all the temperature data for the three
28-GHz packages. The resultant curves of Figure 7 agree with Da,/a,,
extracted from Figure 4 to within 5 percent. Although these 1-yearinterval Aas/a, results are not as revealing or useful as as vs time
curves, equation (11) was used to efficiently reduce 19-GHz data; the
results are included in Figure 7.* The D-l unit was excluded because
of a power loss anomaly.
Figure 7 confirms that a, degradation characteristics of adjacent 19and 28-GHz radiators are quite similar; the Da,,/a, of the final, flat
portions of the corresponding curves differ by less than 8 percent.
Temperature telemetry
The two beacon telemetry temperature sensors used for this study,
one in each of the 19- and 28-GHz packages, were thermistors (YSI
44006) bonded to aluminum tabs secured under equipment mounting
screws. The temperature-voltage relation is fairly linear; in the two
temperature ranges of most interest, 0-10°C and 40°C-50°C, the octal
count resolution (corresponding to 0.02-V difference in output voltage)
is 0.35°C and 0.41°C, respectively.
Resolution was improved with a graphics computer program which
displays a channel of stored telemetry data as a function of time on

*A gradual decrease of D-2 dissipation with time was revealed from Tm;r
data, implying an addition of 0.015-0.018 to the plotted Aa,/a, values.
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Figure 7. Fractional Change in a., Over /-Fear Intervals

any assigned set of scales, providing detailed close-ups of maximum
and minimum temperatures. When a sensor jumped from one count to
the next in a certain time interval (data points were never more than
10 minutes apart), it was assumed that at some time in that interval the
actual temperature was at the midpoint of the counts. The accurate,
high-resolution, temperature-time "points" (horizontal lines of time
interval width) thus generated were then fitted with a smooth curve as
shown in Figure 8. Temperature extremes read from such curves are
estimated to be accurate within ± 0.02°C, accounting for errors in
curve formulation as well as reading resolution. This is equivalent to
less than ±0.8 percent in 4a,,/year calculations.
Measurement and computation accuracy
Since temperature changes are sufficient data from which to derive
changes in a,,, the telemetry circuit characteristics related to accuracy
are stability (repeatability) during the 2-year data collection period and
changes in absolute error with temperature change. The thermistor
and linearizing resistor of the temperature sensor circuit should not
encounter characteristics changes with time in their relatively benign
environment. Telemetry calibration reference voltages that ensure
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5 percent. Thus, the rates of change of Figure 4 are probably correct
within a total error of 5 percent.
A closer examination of the curves in Figure 4 confirms this
conclusion. The solid lines include all data points; the dashed lines are
linearized mean values and account for incidence-angle effects. The
difference between the solid and dashed lines when there is no
incidence angle correction is less than ± 0.0015 and always of the same
shape from year to year and from satellite to satellite. This suggests
slight inexactness in modeling, most likely seasonally changing heat
input parameters, but is of no concern over the long term because of
its yearly cycle repeatability. Moreover, the designer wanting to use
these study results will not be nearly as concerned with such small
prediction error as with interpreting the Da,, differences among radiators, an order of magnitude larger.
Da, differences among radiators

1600 17:00 1800 1900 2000 21:00
AUGUST 13, 1979 HOURS (GMT)

COMSTAR D-3

Figure 8. Example of Temperature Telemetry Display and Graphical
Procedure for Obtaining Maximum Temperature

accurate telemetry calibration on the ground remained unchanged
throughout the data collection periods.
Thermistor circuit output over a wide temperature range was compared with adjacent test thermocouple sensors during beacon acceptance testing. Of particular interest was the temperature difference over
the range of maximum temperatures, 40°C to 50°C. No change was
noticed for D-1 and D-2; for D-3, the 1°C change was considered within
the thermocouple measurement error and recording resolution. This
source of error was assumed to be negligible.
A potentially serious source of error is the deficiency of the analytical
thermal model; that is, the inherent errors in working curves such as
those in Figure 2. Simulation by thermal model is admittedly imperfect,
but errors which could affect the prediction of absolute a, become
second-order effects for An, prediction. Comparing Au, vs time based
on thermal model predictions with the Da,,/a, per year derived simply
from temperature extremes and equation (11) yields agreement within

The curves of Figure 4 are transposed to an ESH scale and displayed
together in Figure 9. Differences in vertical displacement between
curves are of no special concern, since a degree of error* in determining
absolute values of a, can be tolerated without affecting the most
important characteristic, the time rate of change of as.
The shapes of all the curves are similar in that they have a higher
initial slope until approximately the first summer solstice (2,000 to
3,000 EsH) when the slope abruptly decreases and remains constant
until the end (5,500 to 6,000 ESH).t The D-3 slopes are, however,
disconcertingly higher than the other two; the initial (0.031/yr) and
final (0.021/yr) slopes are some 70 and 35 percent greater, respectively,
than the corresponding D-1 slopes.
This study is intended to aid predictions of end-of-life radiator
performance. If the results are limited only to D-I and D-2, a reasonable
design guide for a similarly exposed radiator would be the more
conservative D-I curve. With much greater D-3 degradation, however,
justification is desired before conservatism is invoked in favor of its
use.
*Internal dissipation inputs to the thermal model are uncertain by ± I W or
-0.01 in a,,.
tThe rapid rise in D-3 a, during the first month may have occurred on D-I
and D-2, but detailed telemetry close to launch was not preserved.
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Storage, cleaning, and contamination
--- CALCULATED FROM TEMPERATURE TELEMETRY
BEST ESTIMATE FOR ZERO SOLAR INCIDENCE ANGLE

A speculative explanation for the higher D-3 degradation rate is
based on one distinct difference: approximately 2 years longer storage
time. Reflectivity measurements of witness plates placed near the D3 and D-4 beacons during storage revealed definite deposits (especially
with the D-4, which remained in storage more than 4 years) that would
be ripe for darkening upon ultraviolet exposure. Analysis of these
deposits was not justified since their location was not precisely
representative of the beacon radiator. Because such deposits were not
anticipated nor possible effects understood, only standard cleaning
procedures were used and cleaning effectiveness was not measured.
Inadequate removal of such contaminants was a definite possibility,
and could explain higher D-3 degradation.

0.16

0.15

0.14

Surface contamination is evidenced by high as just after launch.
Based on a_t laboratory measurements of 0.061, clean-radiator as
(including between-mirror spaces) is expected to be approximately
0.08; Figure 9 indicates initial a,, between 0.100 and 0.115. These higher
values could be due to imperfect cleaning and/or to contaminant deposit
immediately following launch. The relatively cold radiators of a beacon
before turn-on could be a prime condensing surface for outgassed
contaminants.

0.13

0.12

The COMSTAR D-4, launched in February 1981, may provide useful,
and perhaps conclusive, data on solar absorptance. The 19-GHz
radiator was cleaned "as usual" while the 28-GHz radiator remained
uncleaned. (Planned beacon operation of only 6 months will limit the
a, increase of contaminated mirrors to nondangerous levels.) Comparing the a,, histories from these extreme cases should reveal much
about the relative contributions of storage and post-launch contaminants.
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Figure 9. Solar Absorptance Histories of 28-GHz Beacon Radiators
on COMSTAR D-1, D-2, and D-3

The lack of a definitive explanation of the different a, degradation
rates inhibits confident use of the study results. However, it is
significant that vastly different degradation rates did occur with identical
radiators on identical satellites. Since the fabrication, storage, cleaning,
and in-orbit contamination exposure of these radiators were similar to
that of many other satellite radiators, presumably such variable
degradation rates are not unique.
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Conclusions
Solar absorptance degradation behavior of the beacon thermal
radiators of the coMSTAR D-1, D-2, and D-3 satellites has been
accurately derived from temperature telemetry data. After a rapid rise
during the first year, rates of absorptance increase during the second
year were constant, varying from 0.012 to 0.021 per year. The large
difference among radiators may be due to uneven removal of storage
deposits and variable in-orbit contamination. Degradation rate prediction accuracy, estimated at 5 percent, is negligible. A dependency of
absorptance upon angle of solar incidence was deduced from flight
data and supported by laboratory measurements. Remaining uncertainties should be lessened after a planned half-year of Art, predictions
from D-4 telemetry data following prelaunch cleaning of only one of
the beacon radiators.
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Evolution in Solar Absorptance ," Institute of Environmental Sciences 19th
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[9] J. W. Stoltz, "Solar Absorptance of Second Surface Mirrors for High
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cono que subtiende el subreflector.
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Abstracto
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ano de un radiador a otro. El error de prediction se calcula que es menor del
5 per ciento. La mayor tasa de degradation por as observada en on juego de
radiadores puede atribuirse a una limpieza inadecuada de la superficie contaminada como resultado de dos anos de almacenamiento.
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